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FOREWORD 

Any discussion of agricultural improveent in North Africa and Vest Asia must 
at'know'h'dge Iwo faits: ti' dominant role of reheat anI barley intl' agricultural econo ti 
and theimassive' imports of wheat and barley into the region. Currently wheat imports 
represent .(30/of the total wheat consumed by people. In the five couttriesof North Africa 
fullyi 65(/7, of the total denand is mnet through imports. This is putting a heavy debt on 
nationalaccounts. Concerned governnents recognize that growicingimore wheat and barley 
at home,is tit, importsand reduce their debts.only way to stem n 

Since tie, CGIAR established ICARDA in1977 it has become a major ,artner to national 
cereals research programs inthe region, providing unprecedented levels of research and 
training support to institutions and scientists working on wheat and barley. ICARDA is now 
a fully hfledged member of thie( team of internatiotl and regional organizations cooperating 
with naiional programs to achieve increased (-(,real production. 

As research is but one of theimany steps necessary to raise cereal production and ICARDA is 
but one of maniy organizations tackling this complex problem, it does not claim to have all 
the answ(ers. Moreover, over the thousands of years wheat and barley hav( been cultivated 
in th(' Fertile Crescent, farmers have selected vari'ties that are resilient intheir harsh en
vironinents and mnet their families'taste preferences. These cultivars will be hard to im
prove upon. Yet our research results shote that significant improvement in yield can be
ac'hieve'd.
 

Thus, while ICARDA scientists are bringing resources, expertise and tireless energy to bear 
on farmers'probhls,tihey themselves continue to learn from ti( experiences offarmers and 
from their research colleagues in /iihenationalprograms. 

Tie purposeof this sinall publication is to acquaint interested readers with the kinds of ser
vices ICARDA, and in particular its Cereal Improvement Program, oifers to national 
(,(,real prograins and some of t/i e joint accomplishments emnerging.from their work together. 
ICARDA takes special pride in the relations it has developed with national prografns. It is 
indeed this active partnership between international and national scientists, based on 
mutual respect and trust, that makesime look forward optimistically to major cereal gains in 
this region in the future. 

Dr. MohiamedA. Nour 
Director General 
ICARDA
 



ACRONYMS USED 

ALAD-Arid Lands Agricultural Development Program
CG IAR-Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
CIDA-Canadian International Development Agency
CIMMYT-Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo 
CNR-Coniglio Naziondle delle Richerche (Italy)
GTZ-Deutsche Gesellschaft f(ir Technische Zusammenarbeit (FR Germany)
IBPGR-International Board for Plk'nt Genetic Resources 
ICARDA-International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas 
ICRISAT-International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics
IDRC- International Development Research Center (Canada)
NSERC-Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (Canada) 
ODA-Overseas Development Administration (UK) 
UNDP- United Nations Development Program 
USAID-United States Agency for International Development 
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HIGHLIGHTS
 
A CEREALS TIME BOMB-
 THE NEED TO INTENSIFY RESEARCH ON 
WHEAT AND BARLEY 
" Countries in North Africa and West Asia have the highest wheat constumption in tlie world 

(150-200 kg pe erson each year) and among the highest population growth rate. 
" Since 1972 wheat imports are increasing 10% every year. Production is only rising at the 

rate of'"2 % a year. 
"In 1 983 regional wheat and barley production was 60 million metric tons. Twenty-six

million tons were imported, representing 30% of total constumption. 
" IniNorth Africa fully 65% of wheat consumed per person is imported.
 
" 
 aBarley production alone is increasing at rate of only 1.5% a yveLr, while imports are 

jumping 31 '" each year to feed the rapidly growing livestock population. 
" TI'lle cost of cereal imports is a major item in the national debts of countries in the region. 

PROBLEMS FARMERS FACE
 
* 
 Wheat and harey are the most iml)ortant crops in the region. They cover 70 % of the land 

(!evoted to annual food crops.
* Most cereal crops are not irrigated. The majority of wheat and barley is grown in Ic . than 

400 njin annual precipitation. 
* 	 Drought, heat and cold, and the uncertainty of when they occur during tile growing 

season arc the major limitations to rapid cereal production gains. 
* 	 The use of unimproved, disease-prone local landraces, poor crop management and the 

lack of proper inputs arc additional constraints. 
* (overmnent support for investment in the higher rainfall areas is leading to sustained 

production increases, primarily in wheat. However, serious environmental degradation in 
the drier areas due to overcropping and overgrazing ,otild jeopardize overall gains. 

ICARDA'S ROLE 
ICARDA is working hand in hand with national cereals programs and government 
policyimakers. as well as with its sister institute CIMMYT to increase wheat and barley
l)roduction. 
ICARI)A has principal responsibility in the CGIAR to work with devehping countries 
around the world oin barley improvement and has regional responsibility for durum and 
bread whea1 t in cooperation with CIMMYT. 
Besides its recognized role in training, germplasm development and crop improvement
through new farming methods, ICARDA is playing an iml)ortant catalytic role. Within 
the region it is promoting more joint research among countries and the sharing of research 
results. It is also encouraging leading research institutions around the world to focus 
resources on the complex problems of dryland farming in the erratic environments of the 
region. 
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THE ICARDA CEREAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
" The Cereal Imlrovement Program is charged with improving productiv'ty of wheat and 

barlev and with training. It has a team of researchers working on breeding, pathology, 
agronomy, physiology, grain quality, training and other fields. 

* The .vork to increase cereal production cuts across ICARDA's programs, involving the 
Farming Systems Program, Pasture, F'orage and Livestock Program and Genetic 
Resources Unit as well as the Cereal Program. 

" Close partnership with national cereal scientists is the basis of the Cereal Program's ac
tivities. Some key accomplishments emerging from this partnership and joint work are: 

1. 	 ICARDA has formal cooperative agreements with 12 countries in the region. The 
Program has informal, product've working relations with all the other countries in 
the region and several others in Latin America, Asia and Africa. 

2. 	 Over 300 scienti..ts have been trained in courses organized by the Cereal Program. 
They now form an enthusiastic network of alumni. Many hold senior research ad
ministration posts. 

3. 	 Since 1977 ICARDA has organized nine major workshops and conferences in the 
region, jointly vith agricultural ministries, universities and CIMMYT. These con
ferences serve to bring together senior scientists from the region and the rest of the 
world to focus on the region's research problems. 

4. 	 The Cereal Program has developed an extensive germplasm testing network offering 
national scientists a range of products, including parental and early generation 
materials for breeding programs and fixed lines adapted to their environments. !n 
1984 700 nursery sets were requested by 46 countries. 

5. 	 To the best of ICARDA's knowledge, about 15 bread wheat, 17 durum wheat and 
11 barley cultivars have been identified and selected by national cereal programs as 
improved varieties and are under multiplication and distribution to farmers. It takes 
10-12 years from crossing and testing to variety release. ICARDA-developed germ
plasm is still in the te.ting stage, but it appears to be tailormade to the region's
agroclimatic conditions. The currently released varieties have come from many 
sources- national programs, ALAD and CIMMYT-and have been selected and 
tested by ICARDA scientists in the region and through ICARDA's international 
nursery system. 

6. The nev cultivars being adopted by national programs give yield increases of 
20-50% depending on whether agronomic practices are used. 

7. 	 Besides adopting new varieties, national programs are also adopting the Cereal 
Program's breeding strategy for more stable production in stress environments and 
significant increases in favorable environments. 

The Cereal Program has contracts with 14 advanced research institutions in North 

America and Europe to work on more basic research problems. 
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6 INTRODUCTION 

ICARDA was set up by the CGIAR in 1977 
specifically to work in partnership with 
researchers of North Africa and West Asia 
to help the region's farmers grow more 
food- a pressing need in light of explosive 
increases in human and livestock popula
tions and food imports. The most important 
crops in the region are wheat and barley. 
They cover most of the land farmed. 
lHowever, around 97% of durum wheat, 
65 % of bread wheat and essentially all of 
)arley is grown without irrigation. This 
means plants get their total moisture from 
rain and snowfall during winter and spring 
months, averaging 200-600 mm a year.
Consequently, the scientific breakthroughs 
in irrigated cereal growing of the 1960s that 
increased wheat and rice production so 
draniaticallv in other parts of the world left 
much of this region untouched. Many 
farmers today still grow their crops in the 
same way their fathers, and in some cases 
even grandfathers, (lid. In seven countries, 
Algeria, Iraq, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, 
Syria, Tunisia and Yemen Arab Republic, 
over 50% isof the economicallyin agriculture,activelpopulation involved vet 
agriculture poplatons ivoled n aricltue,contrilbutes only about 15% etto 

the countries' 
 gross domestic l)roduct, 

Clearly, improving productivity of the 
region's farmers depends largely on achiy-
ing higher cereal y'ieldls. 

In the past government officials and 
researchers have tended to neglect the pro-
blems of dryland farming in favor of ir-
rigated food production where results are 

7" 

In North Africa and West Asia cereal production in
creases lag far behind the growing demand for wheat 
and barley.Many farmers still grow their crops just as 
their fathers and grandfathers did. 

quicker and the payoff higher. ICARDA
 
was set up expressly to redress the balance
 
between research on irrigated and dryland
 
farming.
 
The ICARDA region encompasses 27 coun
tries and two major types of climates. One
 
is a coastal Mediterranean climate with
 
cool, wet winters and hot, dry summers.
 
The second zone includes highlands over
 
1000 meters where winters are long and
 
severe and summers short and hot. Snowfall
 
is the major source of moisture. Half the
 
bread wheat in the region is grown in
 
mountainous areas over 1000 meters. 
In these environments bread wheat, durum 

aly
wheat,wet barley, lentils, faba en netlfb beans and 
chickpeas arefood and the major crops grown foranimal feed. As CIMMYT and 
ICRISAT were already working onand chickpeas respectively, wheatthe CGIAR 

assigned ICARDA principal responsibility 
for barley, lentil and faba bean improve
ment and regional responsibility together 
with its sister centers on wheat and 
chickpeas. Thus ICARDA is not merely a 

I/ North Africa: Algeria; Djibouti; Egypt; Ethiopia; Libya; Mauritania; Morocco; Somalia;
Sudan; Tunisia. West Asia: Afghanistan; Bahrain; Cyprus; Iran; Iraq; Jordan; Kuwait;
Lebanon; Oman; Pakistan: Qatar; Saudi Arabia; Syria; Turkey; United Arab Emirates;
Yemen Arab Republic; Yemen People's Democratic Republic. 
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regionally oriented center. It is expected to 
work as well with countries of Africa, Asia 
and Latin America. However, given the 
need for a small, well focused program in 
the earl' y'ears, and more recently due to 
budget limitations, ICARDA's first priority 
has been to have an impact in the region. 
Gradually, though, it is extending more 
support to other barley growing countries. 

Rather than studying each crop in isolation, 
ICARDA's philosophy of crop imllrove-
ment is to define goals for breeding and 
more productive crop management within 
the totality of the farm and farming ac-
tivities. This involves investigating the in-
teractions among crops, the links between 
crops and livestock, and the role of such 
factors as income, labor, nutrition, taste 
and food preparation. Ecological coi-ser-
ration is also considered a critical issue, 
Research at ICARDA is divided into three 
commodity inprovement programs: 
Cereals; Food Legumes, and Pasture, 
Forage and Livestock. A Farming Systems 
Program not only integrates and evaluates 
their research results but works with the 
commodity' preograms to make sure their como ity tarmrstomaegre seeir 
objectives reflect farniers'actual needs and 
resources. It also conducts basic applied 
research on increasing water and nutrient 
use efficiency through better l)roduction 
practices. 

At ICARDA, the Cereal Improvement
Program has specific responsibility for car-

rying out research and training related to 
Wheat and barley improvement together 

with colleagues from CIMMYT and na-
tional cereals programs. Within ICARDA 
itself, it works closely with the Farming 
Systems and Pasture, Forage and Livestock 
Programs. In environments where rainfall 

is so uncertain better tillage systems, im
proved crop establishment, correct use of 
fertilizer and suitable weed control are 
necessary for improved cereal cultivars to 
demonstrate their full potential. The 
Pasture Prcgram assists the cereal breeders 
in evaluating the straw quality of new 
cereals, a vital factor in livestock nutrition. 

ICARDA's Cereal Program is a successor of 

the Arid Lands Agricultural Development 
Program (ALAD), a Ford Foundation 
sponsored project intended to introduce 
and develop new wheat and food legume 
cultivars into the dry areas of the Middle 
East. The ALAD program and staff were 
absorbed by ICARDA when it started in, 
1977. From this nucleus of activity ICAR
DA's Cereal Improvement Program rapidly
 
expanded contacts with individual coun
tries and intensified the level of cooperation
 
to develop a dynamic network of cereals
 
researchers. This has led to an active
 
transfer of research technology and
 
knowledge.
 
This publication is divided into two parts.
 
The first describes in more detail the
 

urgency for directing resources to cereals
research in the ICARDA region. It also ex
amines the environmental as well as socio
economic constraints to better harvests and
 
disctsses Low ICARDA is tackling these
 
barriers and its progress to date. The second
 

part is a series of country and project pro
files highlighting ICARDA's joint activities
wihtsnioaprnesnddvcd
 

rsah instittions.
 

Throughout this booklet, the term "cereals"
 
refers to bread wheat, diurum wheat and
 
barley and the expression ((ICARDA
 
region" encompasses the 27 countries of
 
North Africa and West Asia.
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THE CEREALS TIME BOMB 

The dominant role of cereals in the 
economy of North Africa and Wes, Asia 
cannot be exaggerated. Wheat and barley 
are planted on 70% of the land devoted to 
annual food crops. Wheat consumption per 
person is the highest i,- the world at about 
150 kg/yr. This copl)ares with 14 kg/yr for 
subSaharan Africa, 45 kg/yr for developing 
countries in general and kg/.vr58 on 
average for developed countries. Wheat 
proides over half the calories consumed by 
people in the region and sometimes half the 
protein. 

In all the ICARDA countries, except 
Turkey, cereal deficits are chronic and 
acute. Although cereal production has been 

Cereals and sheep are the basis of incomes and diets in the
ICARDA region. Wheat consumption per person is the 
highest in the world at 150-200 kg/yr. Wheat provides over 
half the calories and often half the protein. 

increasing almost 3 % a year over the last 15 
years, cereal imports-over 80% bread 
wheat -accelerated at 26% a year, from 2 
million tons in 1968-70 to about 21 million 
tons in 1978-80. During this time Egypt, 
Iraq, Morocco, Pakistan and Syria went 
from net exporters to net importers. 
The cost is having a major impact on the
balance of payments of food importing 
countries. In 1980 six non oil-exporting 
countries in the region, Egypt, Morocco, 
Syria, Tunisia, Yemen Arab Republic and 
Yemen Peopls Democratic Republic paid 
a total of $2 billion for cereal imports. This 
accounted for over 50% of their balance of 
payments deficit. Projections of futurecereal imports are alarming-50 million 
tons of -wheat alone by 2000 if current rates 
of demand are maintained. 

2 Mt 	 India 

%° Pakistan 

Bangladesh 

28% 	 Tropical 
Countries 

29 Mt 12% Latin 

America 
24 Mt 11%2Argentina) - (excluding 

25% 31% 24% East Asia 

22% 9% 

24% Middle East
24% 31% North Africa 

19% 25 
1961-65 1970-72 1978-80 

Changing shares of total wheat imports by
developing country regions, 1961-65 to 1978-80. 
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The massive importation of cereals is 
directly related to three factors: more peo-
pie: more livestock, especially sheep and 
chickens: and higher incomes enabling 
people to )uy more food. Countries in the 
region have among the fastest expanding 
poputla-tions in the world. Between 1973-82, 
of the 10 countries in the world with tie 
highest population growth rates, six wvere in 
the ICARI)A region: five of the six recorded 
growth rates over 4 4,. The major portion 
of the population is under 25. 

Whiat is not well known is that the irgent 

need for major 'nereases in domestic cereal 
produttion comes at a time when large 

parts of teit region's agricIt ral lands face 
serious environmental deterioration. The 
problemi has evolv'el over the last 30-50 
\'ears with the introduction of mechaniza-
tion. more intensive cultivation, an increase 
in the pJpjilationi anid expansion of' procuc-
tion to more marginal areas. Particularly in 
these drier, less favorable areas, ti1 land is 
severelh overtaxed. "Agriculture is a mining 
activity." says o(e scientist. Farmers take 
nutric ts from thie soil but d o ot relace 
lhem. The" are increasingly abandoning 

arid pracpping it co0s1t' to thie de-aw me 

and cl 
 for fo ands feeo. As the' co nt 
manl)Y fertilizer or an ire, soil fertil it is 

very l)oor with deficiencies in key l)lant
miiitrients, such as pliuslihorirs and niit rogen,Cropiels are hosaing. hrs of Sytriae,
Crop yields are falling. III parts o)f Syria
fallowed lands have dropled from 60 to 
30'/.of cilti'ated area since 1965. Many 
farmers are growinginore barlev instead of 
wheat becausensimoorit conlitiperforms better underp 
poour conditions, 

In tihe transitional areas )etween high
produnctivity croplands and the steppe or 

rangelands where sheep graze, ecological 
stresses are at a peak. Not only is vegetation 
being destroyed by overgrazing, but barley 
growing has spread into locations with less 
than 200 umn rainfall in which there can be 
no cropping withot the risk of serious soil 
erosion. In Yemen Arab Republic large 
tracts of grazing land have turned into 
scmi-arid desert and massive erosion is 
causing siltation of irrigation systems. At 
the other end of the ICARDA region, 
overgrazing of pasture and forest areas in 

fMorocco has led to destruction of vegetative 
cover anld erosion. 

Agricultural procuction is not filly ex
plhited in the wetter areas, justifying the 
investment governments are presently 
making. olowe'er, if the degraclation in the 
drier zones continues, it will jeoparclize the 
region's agricultural future, reducing the 
impact of gains achieved in more produc
tive areas. 
To pulI the region out of this downward 
spiral f food iiports and environmental 
deterioration, cropian livestock roduc
tion systems imist be made more efficient 

and profitable. Agricultural researchers are 
investigating possible solttions and alter
natives. Their efforts must ",e coupled with 
ongoing financial and moral sulport fromthe international community anid govern.mert commitment to encourage local 

research and implement results. Without 
that support and action now, great parts ofthe ICARDA region wi II econie 
tomnorroIw's deserts ith cities encircled by 
barr wastd ant c ivinbarren wasteland and people living fromfrom 

ports and food aid. 
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NATURE'S CHALLENGE In areas above 1000 meters the temperature 

The challenge of agricultural research in the variations of tile lowlands are exaggerated, 
tropics is great, but perhaps not-so great asrange and rapidity. Winter 
in the ICARDA region. Nowhere in the temperatures frequently go far below 00 C 
world are crops as exposed to such weather but then rise above freezing during the day. 
extremes. During the growing season, Spring is short followed by a summer of ex
usually Octoher/Novemher to May/June, a treme heat. Solar radiation is more intensethan) in lowland areas and winds more
given cereal crop might be damaged or 
killed by too little or too much water, frost, violent. 
scorching heat or high winds. Long stretches Yet nature's greatest challenge to farmers 
of no rain, or short dry spells during and scientists is not the tremendous range of 
critical growing stages, reduce grain yields, stresses but their unpredictability. 'In the 
Yet too much rainfall causes the plant to seven years I have worked at ICARDA,>
lodge and drains nitrogen frin the roots' says ICARDA's senior barley breeder, (not
reach. Winter cold spells in the lowlands one seaon has been similar to any other. >)
can damage young plants. If freezing Predicting the season is a little like playing 
temperatures occur later in the spring, Russian roulette. All scientists can bet on 
especially during pollination, no seeds are are probabilities based on long-term
formed. Yet excessive heat in tile spring weather data. Even this can be risky, 
stunts plants. I-lot desert winds marking the though. Rainfall ,'as above the long-term
arrival of summer often blow when the average during the 1984/85 season in Syria, 
crop is flowering or during grain filling, but it did not rain during a critical period of 
causing sterility or shrunken kernels. Closer the plant's development. The result was 
to harvest time strong winds shatter mature stunted crops and depressed yields. 
grain heads. 

Nature's challenge: from left to right, the impact of drought, cold temperatures and saline soils on young and 
maturing wheat and harley crops. 
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s these stresses are so variable, both ill in-
tensitv and tiniing from .year to Near, 
evaluatin i the tol.kraiane of plants to specific 
stresses and screening for useful germ plasm 
is txtrezli lifficilt. Inevitably in s:ch 
envi ron lien ts progtess Will be slowCr. 

(l OUuiding the Water and teiliperatilire 
stresses ar'e soil prohr('Mns and a host of 
diseases. insects and native weeds. Salt ean 
bc carried into low lying areas via runoff 
from the i'imntains or front irrigation 
scheinezis and remains in tile soil as there is 
no t enough rain water to leach the salt 
bel.w the zone.root Tihe development of 
sail toeran t variet ies could iprove ydsin salt affeted areas. 

Tihe wetter years. favorable for better 
harvests, are the diseasealso years 

epidemics are most likely to occur. Major
cereal leaf' diseases are: scald, powdery 
mildew, the rusts, septoria leaf blotch 
(Stcploria tritir'i), tan spot, bacterial leaf 
streak, net blotch and Barley Yellow Dwarf 
Virus. Major grain diseases are common 
bunt and slllut. 

Insect pests conic in the form of Hessian fly,
wheat stem sawfly, stil i bug and aphids. 
The aphid species are especially important
 
in Sudan and Egypt. accounting for
 
25-30',, of grain yield 
losses. Investigations
 
to develop suitable biological controls have
 
so far been unsiuiccessful. Other insect
 
predators are not an effective control. Their 
popilations build up too slowly' to check the 
multiplication of aphids. This is due to a 
disruption of the ecosystein through the 
hea'y use of insecticides on other crops, like 
cotton. With increasing use of insecticides 
and the destruction of aphid predators, 
aphid infestation is on the rise in many 
countries. 

Developing and identifying better cultivars 
and] farming practices under the various 
stresses is a formidaLie task. \'Vhile time 
consimi zng anid complex, it is not beyond
the grasp of scientists. The major COin 
plicating factor is the human one. Scientists 

ma develop a variety that tolerates 
drought, cold and major diseases, but if it 
does not bake up into tasty bread ora the 
straw does not appeal to his sheep, the 
variety will not be planted by farmers. Nor 
will a new cereal variety have much chance 
of success if the farmer lacks the knowledge 
or means to grow the variety at a satisfac
tory level ofimanagement. For example, a veryv productiveyariety short-staturedmay not wheatcompete well with weedsand will perform badly if the farmer does 
not weed his field manually or apply her
bicide. 
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Relationship between Rainfall and Wheat N'ie~ds in Jordan 
1957-90 
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CEREAL FARMING IN THE ICARDA REGION
 

Bread wOheat, durtim wheat and harley 
cover a total of 42 million hectares in the 
1CAI1)A region, 70% of the land where 

annual food crops are grown. Bread wvheat 
alone occupies 23 million hectares. Where 
each cereal is grown depends largely on td-e 
sopp1 of inoisture. Bread wheat is found in 
tihe wettest areas (350-600 mm annual 
rainfall) and tinder irrigated conditions. It 
is estim ated, though, that almost half the 
bread wheat is grown in areas with less 
than 400 min rain. Durin wheat is planted 
in drier environments than bread wheat 
(300-450 inin). In Algeria, Jordan, Moroc-
co, Syria and Tunisia two of every three 
hectares planted to wheat are duriin. At 
the driest end of the rainfall spectrum 
(200-350 inin) barley is the dominant cro). 
Alnos; 40% of the 11 million hectares of 
barley reccei, less than 300 mm rain. 
Farmers lose on, or two out of five crops to 
drought. These farmers tend to Iv the 
poorest in the region with the lowest in-
coi es and few r no options whn Crl) 

Throughout the ICARDA region most 

governments have developed supl)ortive 
agricultural policies for the irrigated and 
wetter growing areas where wheat is the 

most inportant crop. They encourage 
farmers to adopt fertilizers, herbicides and 
improved varieties. Inputs, generally 
state-operated, are channeled to these more 
productiv e regions. In the (Irier. 
predominantly barley growing areas, soils 
are nut'rient deficient and overworked. 
Farmers are not using fertilizer. Thus, as 
wheat yields and production edge op, 
barley productivity has not inipro,'ed. In 
the Middle East barley imports have 
jumped fron 0.4 million metric tons in 
1972 to 5.5 million metric tons in 1982, an 
average increase of 31 % a year. This is 
faster than the recent annual growth rate in 
wheat imports. Where most bread \\Aheats 
now grown arc improved varieties, and 
more productive durttms are rapidly being 
intrduced and adopted, most )arley 
farmers still use locally adapted landraces. 
It could be said there are as many farming 
systems as farmers. However, ICARDA's 
social scientists have identified two major 

Status of ICARDA Cereal Crops in West Asia and North Africa 1983 

Crop Area/hectares 
(million) 

%/world Production/tons 
(million) 

%/world Range of average 
yields/kg 

Bread wheat 
Durum wheat 
Barley 

23.3 
8.5 

11.0 

10.5 
45.0 
17.0 

37.1 
10.7 
11.8 

8.0 
35.0 
7.0 

700-1800 
600-1200 
400-1000 

Source: Rachis 
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Today's drylands tomorrow's deserts? 
Overcropping and overgrazing is 
causing serious soil erosion in the 
drier areas of the region, turning
large tracts of land into unproductive 

wasteland. 

types of farming systems in the lowland 
areas. One is based primarily on wheat in 
rotation with legumes and/or summer crops 
like sesame or watermelon, and prevails in 
areas with more than 350 mm annual rain
fall. The second dominates in regions with 
less than 350 inin rain and revolves around 
barley and sheep production. ICARDA's 
Farming Systems Program has conducted 
several surveys in Jordan, Syria and Tunisia 
to get a better understanding of these 
systems and farmers' problem. Two case 
studies from Syria illustrate the kinds of 
farmers with whom ICARDA scientists are 
working and trying to help. Highland far
ruing systems have not been as well in
vestigated. IHowever, beginning 1985/86 
ICAIIDA will be involved in a major 
agriciltural research project supported by 
USAID, aimed at improving the produc
tivity of Pakistan's highland regions. 
Studies of the farming systems there will be 
an important component and are expected 
to be of relevance to other highland areas in 
North Africa and West Asia. 
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Farmer 2 

Abit Aiustafa is 48 years old with tw(o years 
.formal Vhooling biu 30 years .farming cx
perienc. lh' lives vith his wife and 'jgh. 
chidr'n on a 25-hectare farm in northern 
Syria. in an area receiving 25(0 n in rainfall. 
le' ha;s fire, hectar'sof land on good deep 
soil eheir Ie grotws barley 'v'rt season. 
His rcmnaning 20 he'ctares arO On poor 
shalloi soils. About half I plants with 
harhl ' 't season and half li'.falhotc'. lh 
also frowis a small plot of wheat for honieI 

use. The barhey is groiU' vxi'lsirc'y o.feed 
his -15 sheepl. They a rc his insurance policy 
in bad vars, iin addition to iprovidingmeaf. 
milk. i-ool and cash. 

Abu, Alusta fa renits a tractor and (/ip)itciit 

to cultirate his land and sowes the local 
landrace, Arabi Asu'ad. le' maintains his 
own har/y .s'ed stock, picked at random 
from his fields, le' does not use fe'rtilizor. 
le' iinderstands its alue' but access is dif-
fie'lu/ and his farmingi'nviron in ent is to
 
uiic'rain feii: him to risk fic pIrchase, of
 
e'o.sl/t iliputs. Ili good y/ears Ito hires a 
coonbic to hairc'st the crop on his d'e p 
soils. at the cost of 7-18 (, of the' tIield. Th/(' 
perci'iage'is hidic'st in bad !lvars. 

I)rrii fit' rccent 1.984/85 season Abu 
Aliu.staa v crops u'e're badly affected biy Ih 
cold. Since tley werc' too stlted.for comi
biiie, harrc'.sting he' -raze'd his she/ep oi some 
fields and harvested the re'st manually 
-acki'aking work with 10 /eo'e 
u'orking e'ighit hours to harvest one, het'care,. 
A t'ombiie' takes oine hotirand ol' person. 

' '-; 

Abu Mustafa grazing his sheep on barley stubble. 

Harvesting barley by hand. 
t P 
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INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL RESEARCHERS TEAM UP 

The objective of the Cereal Improvement 
Program is to provide national cereal 
scientists with the tools they need to in-
prove cereal production in their countries, 
while enhancing their skill and ability to 
use those tools effectively. Thus active and 
close cooperation with national research 
organizations is the very foundation on 
which the Cereal Program is built, ensuring 
its relevance and impact. ICARDA and 
national scientists jointly identify problems 
and priorities and draw up a shared agenda 
for research and training, 

However, as the needs of the region are 
great and the Cereal Program's budget 
limited, the Program is increasingly playing 
an important catalytic role. It martials 
organizations around the world to sulpple
ment its own activities and to focus addi
tional resources on cereal research and ex
tension in the region. Ongoing collaI)ora
tion and interaction with this global net
work of cereal researchers as well as with 
the region's scientists and polieymakers 
shape the Program's priorities and 
strategies. 

Partners in cereal improvement: while ICARDA's first priority is to work with scientists and programs in theregion, such as the Agricultural Research Institute, Sariab. Quetta, Pakistan (right), it also supports man
countries outside North Africa and West Asia. Left, a team of Chinese scientists visit ICARDA on-farm cereal 
trials. 

.:V.
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National Programs 

The (levelopment of national agricultural 
research in North Africa and West Asia has 
been iuneven. In many countries it has not 
b)ee given the policy importance it 
deserves. Even where it has, low salaries, 
lack of equipment and trained people, and 
b: reaucratic procedures are still common 

problems. In simple graphic terms, this 
Illealls, for example, that in Morocco there 
are not enough vehicles for scientists to 
monitor off-station trials. In Sudan there 
are only two full time wheat breeders. And 

presently in the whole of the ICARDA 

region, there are only three PhDs and eight 
MScs working full time on barley, the 
region's second most important crop. This is 
less !ban the breelinig team of a small 
American university. Yet, seen in perspec
tive, this represents tremendous progress 
over the last eight years. When ICARDA 
came on the scene only three countries had 
a scientist working on barley improvement 

at all. Now all the countries in the ICARDA 
region have a full-fled ,led barley program 
and all have had staff trained at ICARDA. 
In the next five years there w\'ill )e 5-10 newv 
PhD l)arlev breeders. Now, though, there is 

a serious shortage of agronomists and 
pathologists. 

Still, there is a clear trend towards sustain
ed improvement in the research capacity of 
individual countries, especially in wheat. 
Given the overwhelming demand for 
wheat, national programs have invested 
first in irrigated and assured rainfall areas 
rather than in the more extensive dry areas. 
Cereal production in North Africa and 
West Asia has increased bv almost 3% a 
year over the last 10-15 N'ears. Much of this 
increase is attributable to an expansion in 
area. In SYria irrigated wheat rose from 5"% 
to 12'% of the total cultivated area between 
1967-1976. ICARI)A is making a major 
contribution by getting national policy
makers and research organizations to 
recognize and invest in the needs and 
potential of the rainted areas. 

Becanse national cereal programs are at 
different stages of development, the Cereal 
Program must be flexible and provide 
research and training support f;r a range of 
capabilities. For example, it sends breeding 
materials to the more established cereal 
prgrans -while furnishing younger pro
grams with more finished products. 
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Evolving Relations 

Cooperation between the Cereal Im-
proveinent Program and the national pro-granis in the region has evolved quickly 
over the last eight y'ears, from indirect con-
tacts through the international nurseries to 
individual country projects and more 
recently to regional networks. As of 1985 
the Cereal Program had signed cooperative 
agreements vith 12 countries. This reflects 
the establishment of ICARDA's reputation
in the region and a growing interest on the 
part of national programs to intensify ef-
forts in dryland agriculture.
Not i minor factor contributing to the rapid 

development of productive and collegial 
relations wvith national programs has been
the role of tie Cereal Program's staff itself. 
Half of the scientists are from the region.
\Vhile educated in Europe and the U.S.,
followed by extensi'e international ex-
perience, they know the culture andlanguages of the region. They are familiar 
with the agriculture and agricultural
research problems, and are sensitive to 
discrepancies in facilities between ICARDA 
and some national prograns. Most impor-

tantly, however, their relations with na-

tional colleagues are ba:;ed on 
 mutual 

respect and a desire to listen and help. 


In most cases the Cereal Program is ap-

sroachd by national government and 


research officials seeking strengthened con-
tacts. In other cases ICARDA staff travel-
ing in the region identify projects where 
additional assistance is required for the 
IProgram's materials to anhave impact or 
where there is clear potential for col-
laboration. 

The increase in the number of bilateral 
country agreements is encouraging as thereis evidence that materials distributed 
through ICARDA's nurseries are used
effectively by countries 

most 
with whom the 

Program has close relations. Most in
dividual country agreements are general
understandings of cooperation involving 
more intense and regular contact between 
ICARDA and national staff. This includes 
greater interaction in research plots, the 
preparation of special nurseries, con
sultancies and more training. Limited 
funds for vehicles and equipment may also 
be provided. ICARDA has had the longestworking relations with Cyprus, Jordan, 

Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Pakistan and
 
Tunisia.
 
As a consequence of the Program's support,

these countries in particular are gradually
changing from recipients of technology and 
training to full partners in the research 
process, supporting the Cereal Program
and colleagues in other countries. For ex
ample, Cyprus is thehelping Program
identify early maturing cereals. Sebou, a
 
durum wheat variety identified as promis
ing by Cypriot scientists, is doing very well
 
in farmers field verification trials in Syria

and in other countries. In 
 a 'joint project

with ICARDA, Jordan is evaluating durum
 

wheat landraces to identify potential 
sources of genes for stress tolerance. This 
will benefit iany other countries. 
Besides strengthening relations with in
dividual countries the Program is develop
ing small networks based on subregions,
agroclimatic zones and widely shared 
research problems. These networks allocate 
more leadership and responsibility to na
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tional programs and foster closer col- Evolving Relations With Advanced 
laboration among the region's research Research Institutions 
programs. They also serve to help fCARDA 
refine its research targets. The five coun- As the shift of general breeding work to the 

tries of North Africa comprise one national level gathers momentum, 

subregion, for example. The Arabian ICARDA will increasingly concentrate on 

Peninsula is another, and high elevation more pressing research roadblocks. Chief 

areas vet another, among these is the problem of stress 

tolerance, particularly to drought, cold,
Thle Program's ps al in 
the early stages of organizing networks to heat and salinity. While devLloped coun
id the stae ofoganirin newofrst tries, principally France, Australia, Italy
identify the race and virulence of rust adteUShv oesm eerho

and the U.S., have done some research on 
pathogens and septoria leaf blotch, major cereal production in dry environments 
cereal diseases. Bather than installing costly similar to. the ICARDA region, there are 
facilities at ICAjRDA or drawing on 
laboJratories in developed countries, the many unanswered questions. Some ques

laboatoiesineveope contresthe tions were not even asked until ICARDA 
e n e th e utlPro r a 

pathologists have identified institutions in os e 

posed them. Since the Cereal Program does 
Pakistan, Portugal and Egypt that have the 
capacity to identify rust races and masrfacilities or resources 

to delve into these basic problems, it is turning 
their virulence. Through this project they to universities and research organiza
will enhance the status of their operations tions in developed countries for support. A 

and also share their expertise with col
leageslist of collaborative roject is included in

the second part of this book. In most cases 
the data on its computer and distribute the these research institutions contribute the 
results to national programs. Suitable research at their expense or are supported 
germplasm can then be included in the by national development programs. This 
regional crossing blocks. 

represents a major contribution to the Pro
gram and the region. 
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THE ICARDA CEREAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM: 
SIRATEGIES AND SERVICES 
The following section describes the major 
activities of the Cereal Improvement Pro-
gram: Genetic Resources; Crop Improve-
ment; International Nurseries; Tiaining; 
Quality Testing; Workshops and Con-
ferences. and Information. 

GENETIC RESOURCES 

Together with ICARDA's Genetic 
Resources Unit, the Cereal Program col-
lects, evaluates, documents preservesvlbets andeaarssdocInntpracticerve 

valuable wheat and barley germplasn for 
rainfed areas. Characterized samples are 
sent to scientists around the world on re-
quest. Institutions in Canada, U.S., Jor-
clan and Italy, and the IBPGR are alsosupporting collection and evaluation ac-

Slil~O~dl~ nd ~iaonac-
tivitics at ICARDA. Landraces, or old crop 

strains, and wild relatives are of special in
terest as a useful reservoir of genes for im-

portant characters such as drought
 
tolerance, wide adaptability and resistance
 
to diseases.
 

Seed saml)les are saved in a genebank. 
Some accessions are stored in a long-term 
account for safekeeping up to 25 years. 
Others are kept in an active germplasm ac-
count to be drawn on by cereal scientists in 
other countries and by ICARDA's own 
breeders. In 1985 5000 different barley, 
samples were evaluated and cataloged'. 

Accessions in ICARIDes Cereal Genebank 

Barley 15,145 
Durum Wheat 16,412 
Bread Wheat 1,656 

Each entry included 25 records describing 
the plant's habitat, physical traits hnd 
response under certain stresses. 

CROP IMPROVEMENT:
 
OVERVIEW
 

The Cereal Improvement Program is 

developing germlplasm and cultivation 
techniques that improve the reliability of 
yields in bad years while increasing them 
substantially in favorable years. In practice 
this requires iniprovinF the resilience of 

crops to comlinations of drought, cold, 
ICARDA's Genetic Resoueces Unit houses the world 
collection of barley germplasm, as well as samples of
local wheat varielies. Below arc examples of different
 
types of barley.
 
t 
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heat, saline soils and insect and disease 
pressure. This goal is tackled by a team of 
specialists in agronomy, breeding, cereal 
(ILality, entomology, pathology, 
physiology, weed control and the social 
sciences from both the Cereal and Farming 
Systems Programs. 

Since the environments in the ICARDA 
region are so diverse, with weather and 
disease patterns changing radically from 
y'ear to year, gerniplasm has to be tested in 
many locations to ensure adequate exposure 
to the full range of stresses. For example, 
barley farmers in the drier areas of the 
region need varieties that can withstand 
cold temperatures, intense heat and lack of 
rain, as any or all of these conditions could 
occur and cause serious losses. Thus, scien-
tists have to test breeding materials in at 
least three different locations where each of 
these stresses is almost certain to occur, 
just to identify potential lines for a single 
type of environment. This multi-location 
testing and selection approach enables 
scientists to identify and select superior 
gene combinations with specific and broad 
adaptability, high yield potential and 
stability, good disease and insect resistance 
and acceptable grain qiality. 

ICARDA's main experiment statiom at Tel 
Hadya in Syria was chosen because it is 
representative of large areas in the region in 
terms of soils and climates, and because 
these very contrasting environments can be 
observed within a 100 kilometer radius. 
Annual rainfall ranges from about 500 mm 
in the northwest to less than 200 mm 
southeast of the station. Tel Hadya is in the 
middle with an average seasonal rainfall of 
350 mm. Research sites around Tel Hadya 
are supplemented by locations in many 
other countries in the region. 

Germplasm Development 
Five main steps characterize the Cereal 

Program's breeding strategy: 
1. Identification of parental material at 
stress-specific sites; 
2. Crossin, of superior parental lines 

followed by growing of the resulting 
segregatingpopulations; 
3. Exposure of early generation populations 
to stress environments and selection of 
superiorplants; 
4. ICARDA yield testing of advanced lines 
(F4-F5) at selected locations prior to 
distributionto nationalprograms; 
5. Internationalte'sting in cooperation with 
nationalprograms. 
Selected parents for crossing come from 
ICARDA preliminary and advanced yield 
trials, nutional programs, the ICARDA 
Genetic Resources Unit collection and 
CIMMYT. The germplasm material is first 
evaluated for stress responses at sites 
throughout the region. Plants are tested for 
drought tolerance, for example, at four 
locations in Syria, three locations in 
Morocco and one each in Cyprus, Jordan 
and Tunisia. High yielding agronomically 
desirable parents are then crossed with 

stress tolerant, disease and insect resistant 
parents and parents with good grain quali
ty. The scale of germplasm development 
through crossing varies for the cereals ac
cording to each crossing program's objec
tives and ranges from 600 crosses each 
season in bread wheat (where backstopping 
at CIMMYT is high) to over 2000 crosses in 
barley and durunm wheat. Scientists identify 
the most promising segregants from the 
crosses and advance them along the selec
tion pipeline, exposing them to the range of 
stresses at each stage. 
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GENERAL ICARDA CEREAL BREEDING SCHEME 

A B C D E 

Evaluation and 
selection of 
parents 

Drier Sites 
200 300 mm 

-q11nuid i Syria 

I D) h,,nr r Sy,,a 

flirila, sy¥.a 
La xniCyjirns 

Moderate, Rainfall Sites 
300400 mm 
i f llHidya.- iyn ls 

Lv Ket. Tunisia 

Ar, wori,Jordain 

Hligher Rainfall Sites 
400-600 rimn 
eq. Tirrul, Lebai no 

SO, 0sn ern.Muriocco 
t wittakwaS1 id 
L,-i , 1 iii 

Prel.Disease 
Screeninq Nursery 
Six 
pfath ll y sites 

Lelnun.n Porntugal, 
Syria, Tunisia 

Key Location 
DiseaseNursery 
2eeal20 locationslinri aily 
ii thI, ,i li but also 

Africa, t atin America 

International 
Nursery Sites 
40 .70locations 
it ]OOWi(ii 

jtiil hiti. lsi,)atir finat, ri l. i iiiJr tiht, lnin , TIsukey 

e)Jiuiuty, Viol, disease5 
ti4 ,al t ( ruJIl i r. Y1 0, c ol d, r'ia t r lty . 
yeld djiseases 

Tareted crosses 

Year I 

Farly generations growne 
at selected sites .- .Selection at rites trifearil-y 

I in Syria (A, BI,C) 
Year 2 

I--SummnrierniUsery- ----- ---- _ F3 

Selection at sites yriiaily-- - 4 
I in Syria IA BU) 

Year 3 
l-Sunluier nusetry-----------5 - Testing starts 

Year 4 

ICARDA testing 
Preliminary 1sting 

Year 5 Multi-location testing of bulked lines iptimarily in Syria anda 
few locations in the region (A, If, C, I). 

Advanced Testing
Year 6 to 7 Lines prom oted'from yrelininary ield trials aretested in advanced 

yield trials in Syria ani nr Wiodely -i therLegionIA. B, Cl. 

International testing 
Ob er vtin Nurseries 

Yield TrialsApprot 70 8o locations 
Approx. 70.80 locations 

Year 8 thro g o t theworld for International Testing 
larileyat 11p. .riarilyin North 
Africa and West Asia for l)rad 
we it arId dtluo, wheat. Yield, 
adai)tal)ility. diseases, niatisrityl 

National testing _ _ 
and release Year I Intension nestingby national programs 

_ _ 

of 
_ 

selected 
_ 

lines and 
_ 

possible releasefor commercial cultivation. 
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7tional programs short on manpower and 

Pathhologists create artificial disease epidemics on-

station to identify and to test the performance of 

resistant lines. 

The Program's breeding procedures involve 

a pedigree or modified pedigree system. At 
Tel -Tadya expression of plant characters is 
satisfactory enoligh to allo.' single plant 
selection in the F2 generation. At other sites 
replicated selection of the best families 
(bulk) or individual plants is carried out. 
Yield evaluation of l)romising lines starts 
around the F5 generation and progiesses 
from ICARDA preliminary and advanced 
yield trials to distribution to national pro-
grains through an international nurseries 
system. In ICARDA preliminary yield 
trials, genotypes are tested in four en-
vironmnents in Syria for two seasons. The 
best entries are promoted to advanced trials 
in eight environments for one to two years
in Cyprus, Syria and Tunisia. 

Since national programs have varying 
capabilities and breeding objectives they 
need gerinplasin at different stages of 
development. Programs with trained 
scientists prefer parental material for their 
own crosses and early generation (F2) 
material from which they can select pro-
rising genotypes. On the other hand, na-

technical staff prefer a limited but targeted 
collection of semi-finished and fixed lines 
adapted to their environments. 

Pathology 

Pathologists work closely with the 
Program's breeders to upgrade germplasm 
resistance to the major diseases in the 
region: yellow rust, leaf rust, stein rust, 

septoria leaf blotch, Barley Yellow Dwarf 

Virus, common bunt, smuts, scald and 

powdery mildew. Field screening of 
ICARDA's breeding material starts in 

segregating populations. 

Populations grown on the main station, Tel 
Hadya, are inoculated with yellow rust, 
scald and common bunt up to a level that 
enables the breeder to discard susceptible 
plants. Screening for septoria leaf blotch, 
leaf rust and stem rust is carried out in "hot 
spots" in Syria where natural infestation is 
high. Lines entering l)reliminarv and ad
vanced yield trials are subjected to more 
severe screening 1y planting the lines in 
disease nurseries in hot spots in the region, 
where they are exposed to other diseases 
and to a wide range of pathogen strains, or 
in artificially created disease epidemic 
conditions. 

Generally the more advanced the materialthe more screening sites are used. The 

Preliminary Disease Screening Nurser\, 
comprised of entries in the preliminary 
yield trials, is planted in six sites: two in 
Syria, one in Lebanon, two in Tunisia and 
one in Portugal. The Key Location Disease 
Nursery, with entries from advanced yield 
trials and entries selected for resistance to 
one specific disease, is planted in 20 or more 
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sites in Syria and other countries in the 
region, and even countries outside the 
region such as Ecuador and Kenya. In this 
way, the disease resistance of germplasm is 
assessed before it is sent to national pro-
grams and only superior materials are in-
chlded in the international nurseries, 

Physiology and Agronomy 

Work on physiology and agronomy helps 
scientists match varieties to environments. 
At ICARDA agronomy research is pursued 
by both Ohe Cereal Program and the Farm-
ing Syst ,ms Program in conjunction with' 
natiomal scientists. The primary thrust is to 
close the gro\ving gap between farmers' 
yields and those obtained by researchers, 

Farming Systems scientists are trying to 
identify management practices that achieve 
maximl1 : yields with minimum risk. For 
example, improving the water use efficien-
c' of cereal crops is central to raising 
dryland production. Better crop manage-

ment can make a major impact. Practices 
which tend to maximize transpiration, i.e. 
the amount of water passing through the 
crop, and minimize evaporation from the 
soil surface are necessary. Simple changes 
in planting date, density and sowing depth 
can markedly increase the amount of 
moisture used by the crop.

While "best bet" practices can be relatively
 

quickly developed, it takes longer to con
vince farmers to use them. To overcome 
this problem ICARDA works closely with 
Syria in particular, but also countries like 
Jordan, Pakistan and Sudan, in developing 
systems of on-farm demonstration to verify 
research findings on farmers' fields and 
show farmers the value of improvedvarieties and management practices. 

In coming years the Cereal Program will 
focus increasingly on the area of stress 
physiology to determine if plants have cer
tain physical characteristics that give them 
a competitive edge in stressful growing 

Smut disease (left) and aphids are but two of the diseases and insects for which breeders are developing genetic 
rtsitanct il
t new wheat and hmrleY cultivars. 
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conditions. For example, research shows 
that earlier matiring plants have a yield 
advantage becatise they ripen before tile 
long (Irseason. 

A wide range of'genotypes differing in 
pl'ysical traits and rate of develhoipment will 
bv tt'sed for their response to cold and 
(Irmaght in Syria's rainfall gradient. The 
aim is to identify those traits principally 
resjponsible for resilience under stress.

Ia emlI)IhaSiS is being gzixten to tile stild\'Special 


of landraces. Thousands of years of selec
lion b\' both the farmer and nature have 

resulted inthemai being well adapted to tile 
enviroiment. The work is jointly con-
(,icted with the Pr,,ogram's plant breeders 
aitl it is hoped that son ad criteria for 
scrrtening techlniquies f,,rtile major stresses 
inthe ICARDA region will emerge. 

With such favorable '-•
 

traits as height and cold 
tolerance, tile wil(I 
harley, lloirdion voln
faItI'tI. liaY unlock the 
door to higher yields 
uider the driest condi
tiols. 

Entomology 

In the area of entomology most emphasis is 
(,o screening for resistance to wheat stem 
sawfly, aphids and suni bug. Wheat and 
barley lines are screened for wheat stem 
sawfly at Suran, Syria under natural in
festation and at Tel Hadva under artificial 
infestation. Lines are also tested for suni 
bug resistance under artifi!dlv created 
and natural conditions and their perfor
mance is fed back to the breeders. 

Barley 

Given ICARDA's global mandate for 
barley improvement, barley receiv., the 
largest percent of the Cereal Program's 
budlget. Since 1984, following the ar
rangement between CIMMYT and 
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ICARDA for research on barley and durum 
wheat, ICARIDA employs a jointly ap-
pointed barley breeder who is integrated in 
CIMMYT's Wheat Ilmprovcment Program 
in Mexico. The objective of the joint 
CIMMYT/ICARDA barley program is to 
develop barley germplasm suited to the 
envir,.-'meints of Latin America, with 
special focus on the Andean region, where
although the total acreage is very small, 
barley is essentially used for human con-
sumption. In Latin America the prevailing 
environment requires short-maturity, cold 
tolerant spring habit barley. Barley Yellow 
Dwarf Virus and yellow rust are the most 
seriots diseases. 

Encouraging and helping national pro-
grams develop practical agronomic im-
provements is an important component of 
the joint program. A revised system for 
more targeted and coordinated distribution 
of barley materials is being introduced. The 
exchange of germplasn, information and 
visits between the Aleppo and Mexico based 
barley programs is intensifying. 

The Aleppo based barley improvement 
l)rogran is increasingly focusing on, the 
problems of farmers in areas with less than 
300 mm rainfall. Improving the ability of 
barley crops to survive drought is thus a
 
major objective. Since arley is primarily 

an animal feud in low rainfal! arcas, 
scientists are trying to raise the overall

scintits reryig t herase verllbiological yield of the plant rather thanm 
grain yield alone, thereby increasing both 
amounts of grain and straw that can be fed 
to livestock. 

Except for seed borne pathogens and dr' 
root rot, diseases are not a major problem in 
dry years, but in the wetter more favorable 
years diseases inflict high losses. Barley 
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stripe and scald are among the most impor
tant diseases regionwidce, with smuts, loose 
smut and covered smut, also widespread 
and causing crop losses of 10-12%. In North 
Africa leaf r!,o4. )owdcrv mildewv, Barley 
Yellow Dwvarl" V:rus and net blotch are also 
major constraints. Yellow rust is a serious 
problem in high elevation areas with cool 
springs. 
In die early years of barley research at 
ICARDA the breeder bu,ilt up and 
evaluated a large gene pool. Barleys, mostly 
from southern France, Italy and Califor
nia, showing high yield and promising 
qualities were crossed with locally adapted 
varieties. In all the program has made over 

10,000 crosses, 1760 with local cultivars 
and landraces. However, research in the 
U.S. and Europe had concentrated on low 
protein barleys for malting purposes and 
lodging resistant varieties in which straw 
quality for animal feed was not important. 
Barley improvement at ICARDA, with its 
focus on barley for human and animal con
sumption had to introduce just the opposite
 
characteristics: high protein content and

good straw quality in addition to high pro
ductivity and lodging resistance. These ob
jectives have already been succesfully
 
achieved.
 

For the driest areas belowm 250 mm rainfall, 
the barley breeding team is also looking to 
locally adapted landraces and the barley
wild relative, Hordeum spontaneum, as 
possible sources of hardiness under extreme 
heat, cold and drought. Early evaluation of 
over 1000 wild barleys reveals useful 
variability and potential for imlroving
plant height and cold tolerance under dry
conditions. The increase in plant height is 
especially important when even local land
races are severely stunted from cold and 



Purpose 

1. 	 Commc,.vad Varieties x High Yield x 
Yellow Rust Resistance 

2. High Yield x Earliness 
3. 	 Earliness x Multiple Disease Resistance x 

Earliness 
4. High yield x Septoria tritici Resistance 
5. Cold Tolerance x Earliness 
6. Drought Tolerance x Earliness 
7. 	 Grain Quality x High Yield and Disease 

Resistance 
8. Bunt Resistance x High Yield 
9. Xanthortionas Resistance x High Yield 

10. Tan Spot Resistance x High Yield 
11. BYDV Resistance x High Yield 
12. Aphid Resistance x High Yild 
13. Suni bug Resistance x Higf. Yield 
14. Hessian Fly Resistance x ligh Yield 
15. 	 Wheat Stem Sawfly Resistance x High 

Yield 
16. Landraces x High Yield 

drought, making combine harvesting in-
possible. The Program is also taking a 

harder look at the usefulness of landraces. 

Physiologu, a 'etrying to unlock the secret 

of th ,',consistently stable performance 

undc stress. 


Durum Wheat 
Drrum 	wheat research and training is the 
second 	 largest component of the Cereal 
Improvement Program. Since 1984 it is 
conducted jointly with CIMMYT. 
CIMMYT funds the durum breeder, who is 
totally integrated in the ICARDA Cereal 
Improvement Program under the direction 
of the -Program Leader. The 
ICARDA/CIMMYT program focuses on 
stress tolerance I-,d disease resistance for 
environments with '00-500 mm rain, while 
the CIMMYT 'ased program in Mexico 
concentrates on the problems of irrigated 
and high rainfall areas. 

Number 
of crosses 

368 

115
 
293
 

394
 
85
 

353 Durum wheat crossing
 
56 program in the 1983/84
 

season with purpose and
 
105 number of crosses made. 
23
 

101
 
13
 
5
 

23
 
51
 
20
 

60 

Durum 	wheat is grown on approximately 
8.5 million hectares in North Africa and 
West Asia, about 45% of the total world 
durum area. Within the ICARDA region 
durum wheat has historically received less 
research attention than bread wheat. In the 
past decade a number of countries have in
creased their research efforts to improve 
national durum wheat production. While 
landraces are still popular among farmers, 
the area sown to improved varieties is in
creasing, particularly under irrigated and 
higher rainfall areas. Susceptibility to 
diseases and poor grain quality restrict 
greater acceptance by farmers. In general 
present varieties are somewhat late in 
maturity and do not have adequate drought 
and cold tolerance. One of the most critical 
needs is to increase grain yield without a 
decrease in grain quality. 
The durum project is roncentrating on 
cultivars that are tolerant to the major 
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stresses of drou;.A:n,, heat and frost. 
Developing durums that mature earlier,
thereby escaping drought damage and 
yielding more, is a major breeding objec-
tihe. All new nowlines feature this 
characteristic. Common durum diseases are 
yellow rust, leaf rust, septoria leaf blotch, 
tan spot. dry root rot, Barley Yellowv DwvarfVirus and comt, on bunt. Hessian fly, suni
Vius heatcommon bawnlyHssand fls Inh
bug, wheat stem sawfly andc aphids are thlemain insect problems tackled by the eal-
tomologist. Factors such as poor plant 
stand, late planting, weeds, low soil fertili-
t\ also often contribute to low yields and 
are being investigated by agronomists and 
physiologists. 

Bread Wheat 

The Alcpo based bread wheat research 
program involves a joint TCARDA/CIM 
MYT breeding effort. The project has 
special responsibility for developing 
suitable varieties for the lower rainfall 
zones. High-yielding cultivars coupled with
improved agronomic practices ,)ffer hopefor large l)roditction increases in the region. 
In addition to the key stress, drought, 
materials are selected for tolerance to cold, 
heat and salt. Improved disease resistance is 
another important goal, with particular 
attention being paid to the three 
rusts-stem rust, yellow andrust leaf 

Wheat and barley varicties that mature earlier tend to yield more grain as they escape the full impact of springand summer droughts. This patchwork of plots at Tel ltadva includes wheats almost ready to harvest and others 
at a very green stage. 

0,7
 



,~~~ '0" 

1%4 

Typical highlia nd faroer in Pakistan witi his sparse hread wheat crop one or two 

m iths before harvest. 

ritst--septotia leaf blotch, com on0 bunt 
and BYI)V. Insets are a serioms probhlem inoiliia V alrea.s; Ilites are .scu cened fo~r resistance 
to whieat ste saflysft, lle.sian flr, sisnci e 
and phids, 

As in durnin wheat. the bread wheat 
breeder is devehloing earlier tomatuiring 
varieties as a tmeais of' avoiding drotight 
Earliness ill crop nmaturitv helps the crop 
e-scape he very (drv periods, but as stich it is 
not I it Igletie iiitlhatnistn . 

The lack of' good ag.ronomic practices stich 
asn poolr llit l)re'lliratiiotn, tuiustllre euitiser

vat ion. weeds, poor crop stands and sowing 

problhms, reduce yields in farmiers' fields, 
''lloe bread wheat program is foctusi ng in 

part iIlar on itderstanding the response of 
new bread wheats to nitrogen applications, 

High Elevation Cereals 

E'ight of the coutiltries in the region. 
Afghanistan, Algeria, Iran, Iraq, Morocco, 
Pakistan, Ttirkev and Yemen Arabneld a dpbli have a su.bstantial land mass over 
1000 meters. Except in Turkey insignificant 
research has been doie to improve cereal 
pro(hiti'ity ini these regions. Traditional 
methods ofi cultivat ion and landraces or 
uniml)rtoved local cultivars are common. 
Yields are low. Winter habit wheat and 

larlea' varieties are frequently grown to 
survive the cold winters. 

T]he Cereal I1r rn venlent Program's 

research on cereals for high altitude areas is 
anl interdisciplinary project encompassing 

bread wheat, durum wheat and barley. 
Due to the different climates, technologies 
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of lower elevation areas do not fit into the 
highland environment. Studies indicate the 
neced for a special plant type with a longer 
vegetative phase and shorter reproductive 
phase with adequate cold, drought and 
disease tolerance to enhance production. 

An important feature of the local varieties is 
a long vegetative period of growth and the 
ability to fill grains quickly after anthesis 

(flowering). Most local lines take about 182 
days from planting to heading, but only 
27-30 days from heading to maturity. This 
is an important adaptive mechanism in the 
plant where winter rains practically cease 
after April and temperatures rise rapidly.WVheat from other regions of the world,

Wheaoherfrmegins f th wold, 
such as U.S. and Europe, do not have that 
characteristic. Thiey have a similar 

requirements to accompany the new 
varieties. 

Triticale 
Triticale is a cross between wheat and rye. 
Itit isintended co uple thetheft andis to couple frost and 

drought tolerance and disease resistance of 
rye with the yield potential and grain
quality of wheat. Work by CIMMYT, 

ICARDA and other institutes has confirm
ed the potential of this manmade crop. In 
North Africa and West Asia it can be used 
as livestock feed or mixed with wheat for 
breadinaking. 

Despite its advantages, though, triticale has 
not aroused enough interest yet in the 

region. In view of the much greater 
vegetative period but the grain fillingimortance ofperiod is so long that grains shrivel because heat and barleythe Cereal Program maintains triticale 

o i solongeat gans shckofri beresearch 

The highlands cereal breeder is collecting 
locally adapted materials and using them 
extensively in his crosses to produce a range 

of materials not available elsewhere. A 

network of testing and selection sites have 

been developed including: Quetta, Pishin 

and Kan Mehterzai in Pakistan, Sarghaya, 

Syria: Terbol, Lebanon; and Annaceur, 

Morocco. More sites in Turkey and Iran are 

planned. 

The program has already been able to select 
promising lines for resistance to yellow rust, 
coinmon bunt and tan spot, the three prin
cipal diseases in highland areas. To incor
porate cold tolerance, high protein and 
drought tolerance into bread wheat and 
duruim wheat, the breeder is using a related 
wheat species, T. dicoccoides, in many 
crosses. Work is also being carried out on 
seeding rates, sowing time and fertilizer 

at a low level. Its primary aim is to
develop germplasm suitable for the most 

difficult environments with sandy, acid 
soils, erratic rainfall and heavy disease 
pressure. The Prog- m is thus focusing on 
problems of drought tolerance, leaf rust, 
septoria leaf blotch, winter survival and 
yield perfirmance. Grain yields of triticale 
lines tested in ICARDA regional nurseries 
are equal or slightly superior to bread and 
durum wheat yields, but remain inferior to 
those of barley in the low rainfall areas (300 

m). 
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IAnnaceur'Morocc°oghy i an 

Sarghaya-Syria Kan Mehterzui-Paklstan 
Quetta-Pakistan 

Pish in-Pakistan 

High elevation areas (1000 meters) in the West Asia and North Africa region and the testing sites 
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NEW WHEAT AND 

Crop Country 

Barley Cyprus 

Tunisia 

Qatar 

Morocco 

Durum Cyprus 

wheat 

Egypt 

Morocco 

BARLEY VARIETIES FROM 

Year ofRelease 

-

1985 

1985 


1985 


-

1983 

1984 

1984 

-

1977 

1982 

1984 

1978 

1984 

ICARDA/NATIONAL PROGRAM PARTNERSIUP 

Variety Status 

Kantara (Roho) 	 standard variety in Cyprus, 

commercial cultivation 

Roho (Roho) 

Taj (WI 2198) 	 rele;,-td to growers on small 
acreagt, seed multiplication 

on 220 hectares 1984/85 

Faiz (ER/Apam) 

Gulf (Aut/Aths) used to be 100! under 
commercial cultivation 

Harma commercial cultivation 

Tamellalt (Orge 1703) seed multiplication 

Asni (Orge 1579) 	 seed multiplication 

Tissa (Orge 1580) seed multiplication 

Aronas commercial production 

Mesoaria commercial production 
(Anshinga 'S' x Volunteer) 

Karpasia (Sham 1) seed production, commercial 

production 

Sohag (Stork 'S') 	 commercial production 

NLarzak seed multiplication 
(El 2-BD11) 

Characteristic 

early. motderate resistance to powdery 

miltew. net blotch and scald 

early. modlerate resistance to powdery 

milde,.net blotch and scald 

early, moderate resistance to powdery 
mildew. adapted to low rainfall areas 

satisfactory resistance to powdery 
mildew, yellow ,ust and stem rust 

moderate resistance to leaf rust and 
sten rust 

resistant to scald and leaf rust, carly"maturity 

moderate resistance to powdery mildew, 
moderate resistance to net blotch 

moderate resistance to powdery 

mildew and net blotch 

resistant to powdery'mildew, 

moderate resistance to net blotch 

early, high ield potential 

high yield potential, high vitreousness, 
high and stable protein content 

high yield potential and stability, 

good grain iuality 

high yield s.,,tential, early 

high yield potential. drought tolerant. 
tolerant to Septorea tritic4 leaf rust and 

root rot 

% Yield Increase overNational Check 

-

25% in low rainfall 

areas 

25% in low rainfall 
areas 

30%in high rainfall 
areas 

16%in low rainfall 

areas* 

11% in moderate 

rainfall areas* 

12%in moderate 

rainfall areas* 

3 1% over Kyperounda 

34% Gver Kyperounda 

48%over Kyperounda 

-

4% over Cocorit 



Libya 1984 

1984 

%Iarjasi(Eider) 

Baraka (AA'S') 

high yield, adapted to Benghazi area 

and good grain quality 

-

1984 

1984 

Zorda (gdosz 469 AA) 

Fazan (D-25) 

seed multiplication and 
distribution to a few farmers high yield under full irrigation. 

adapted to Sebha (desert) climate 

Portugal 1983 Celha (Sham I) high yield potential, yellow rust 

resistance, good grain quality 

-

Syria 1984 Sham 1 high yield potential, yellow rust 

resistance, good grain quality 

8.8% over Gezira 

(irrigated) 

Bread 
wheat 

Iran within last 10 
years 

Azadi released for rainfed 
region of Kermansha 

Libya 1984 

1984 

Zellaf 

Sheba 

seed multiplicationand 

distributionto a fnw farmers 

high yieldunder fullirrigation,adapted 

to Sebha (desert)climate 

1984 Germa (CC-Inia/-

Tub x ctn 136) 

Morocco 1984 Jouda (Kal x Bb) high yielding, good grain quality, better -

1984 Mcrcaouche seed multiplicaton disease resistance 

Pakistan 1982 Zargoon (Cc-lnia/-

Tab Cfn x Bb/7c) 

seed multiplication and distribu-

tion. grown in farmers' fields 

better adapted, better grain quality. 

resistance to yellow rust 

-

PDR Yemen 1982/83 Ahgaf (S3 11 x Nurteno) seed multiplication and distribu-
tion. grown on 500 hectares 
1983/84. expected to replace 
current commercial varieties 

more salt tolerant, heat tolerance at seedl-
ing stage, increased straw yield, rust resis-
tance, high yielding 

up to 40% obtained 
by the Agricultural 
Research Institute 

Sudan 1982 Debeira (HD 2172) commercial production, 
expected to replace %Iexicani. 

grown last 10 years 

more resistant to stem rust than present 
improved varieties, better yield and grain 
quality (for the Gezira and Khashm 
Elgirba areas) 

-

20% 

Syria 1982 Sham 2 (7C x seed multiplication and distribu-
Tob/Cno)Kal) tion. planted in farmers' fields 

farmers' fields 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

good grain quality, disease 
resistance 

about 10% 

* Yield increase is calculated over five sites and variesfrom 10-45%from one site to another. 
** Portugalhas advised the Cereal Programthat since 1980 besides Sham 1. 5 bread wheat, 5 durum wheat end 2 barley cultivarswere selected from JC.AIRDA nurseriesand released. 



INTERNATIONAL NURSERIES ICARDA BASE INTERNATIONAL 

One of the 	major objectives of the Cereal
Improvement Program is to provide the 
region's scientists with superior wheat and 
harley germplasm for their breeding pro-
trams. This is accomplished through a 
syslem of international nurseries. Essen-
tially three different types of germplasm are 
mnade available through the international 
nurseries system. 
1. Regional Crossing Blocks: these are 
parental genotypes scientists can use in
their own crossing programs. Entries in the 
crossing )locks are grouped by plant traits,
such as days to heading and maturity,
tolerance to various stresses, single ad 
multiple disease resistance, grain yield and 
grainl quality. 
2. Segregating Populations: these are F2 
populations derived from crosses made at 
ICAR)A. National scientists use them as 
pools of genetic diversity and select promis-
ing genotypes in their local environments. 
:3. Preliminary Observation Nurseries andnurseries in-Regional Yield Trials: these 

clude a more ready made or 
finished p)ro-

duct in the form of ICAI1)A's most pro-

mising wheat bar!ev
and lines. The best
 
entries from the Preliminary Observation 

Nurseries are promoted to the Regional

Yield Trials for more riglorous testing. 
Scientists select outstanding lines as can-

didates for in-country testing and possible

release as varieties or for use in the national 

crossing program. 


The Cereal Program's international 
nurseries system includes 19 different 
nurseries encompassing over 3000 different 
genotypes. In 1984/85 over 700 sets were 
distributed to 87 national program sites in
46 countries, About two thirds went to 

NURSERIES 

Name Number of entries 

Regional Crossing Blocks
 
Barley
Durum 175.150 
Bread Wheat 150 

Regional Segregating Populations
 
- Moderate Rainfall 
 150 
- Cold Tolerance 150 

Durum 150
Bread Wheat 150 

Observation Nurseries 
Barley -Low Rainfall 100 

-Moderate Rainfall 100 
Durum Low Rainfall 100 

- Moderate Rainfall 100 
Bread wheat- Low Rainfall 100 

- Moderate Rainfall 100
 
Regional Yield Trials
 

Barley 	 - Low Rainfall 24 
- Moderate Rainfall 24 
- Cold Tolerance 24Durum - Low Rainfall 24- Moderate Rainfall 24
 

Bread Wheat 
 24 
High Altitude 

Segregating Populations
 
Durum 
 150 
Bread Wheat 150 

Observation Nurseries 
Durum 125
 
Bread Wheat 
 125 

Yield Trials 
Durum 24Bread Wheat 24 

Cereal Quality Nursery 42
 
Bread Wheat
 
Durum
Barley 
Triticale 
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countries in the ICARDA region. Countries sects appear at different locations with dif

of southern Europe, such as Portugal, Spain ferent levels of intensity from year to ,ear, 

and Greece were the next largest recipients. scientists benefit from reviewing the results 
obtained by their colleagues in the region. 

Data feedback between ICARDA and the 
ICARDAnational scientists is a critical part of the COUNTRIES REQUESTING 

international nurseries system. Cooperating INTERNATIONAL NURSERIES 

scientists record about 100,000 observations Countries in the Turkey Kenya 

AR Yemen Korea
in their returned field books. CRISP, ICARDA Region 

Abu Dhabi PDR Yemen Madagascar 
CERINT and SPSSx software packages Afghanistan Mexico 

available on the ICARDA computer are Algeria Other Countries Netherlands 

used to store and analyze this data. Results Cyprus Argentina Nep!A 

back to national Egypt Australia Nigeriaof the analyses are sent 
progras inprelinminary and final interna- Ethiopia Bangladesh Peru 

p Iran Bulgaria Philippines 

tional nursery reports. Scientists use these lraq Canada Portugal 
reports to identify lines that performed best Jordan Chile Somalia 

in grain yield and inany other important Lebanon China Spain 

characters over a range of locations or in Libya Colombia Sri Lanka 
specific environments. They can then make Morocco Ecuador Sweden 

c Oman Ethiopia Switzerland 
more targeted breeding decisions. Pakistan Finland Tanzania 

data compiled in the Key Qatar France Thailand 

l)isease response Saudi Arabia Fl Germany UK 
location Disease Nurseries also helps then Sudan Greece USA 

identify lines in each nursery with the best Syria India USSR 
disease resistance. Since pathogens and in- Tunisia Italy Zambia 

Preparing international nursery sets. In 1984/85 700 sets with 8000 genotypes were requested by 4i countries. 

.4 
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TRAINING classroom lectures, covering such topics as 
l'raining national cereal scientists is a ma- hybridization, disease scoring, agronomy,on-farm trials, selection, harvesting andjor activity' of the Cereal Improvement grain qualitv.
Program. The objective is to improve their
technical and practical knowledge so that Short specialized courses and individualthe' can use ICARIDA's technologies more training tailored to the immediate needs ofeffectively and progressivelv take over basic national programs are receiving greater atcrop iiipro\ (-rent work from ICARDA. tention. The "in-cotintry" courses areTvpcs of training activities include especially popular and the Program is getresidential courses, short specialized ting a growing number of requests to courses, inudividual training and in-country organize these in the region.
training courses. In recent years 
 the Individual scientists come to ICARDA fornlumber of scientists and technicians trained one week to several months to work withannually by the Cereal Program has in- Program scientists on specific topics relecreased substantially. vant to the research they are doing in their 

national institutions. Degree training is alsoEach year the Program offers one 3-4 offered, with students conducting thesism1oth residential course for 10-20 trainees. work at ICARDA. Links with AleppoParticipants are trained in field and University and other universities in thelaboratory research techniques with some region are also being strengthened. 

Laboratory and field training are basic features of the Cereal Program's training courses. 

- _. i ., 

78 
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T]lv ( er(al Iiaiia ilPalso surpp(istinatioilal 

traillini activ'ities. B esids sIl)plyIng
(Clilc'ati(imal lta~terials and .so)ni, tr'ainfing i( 

lie nat i(mal staff ii designijig and fin-
j)](l((i lig c(u'urses. (irea! l'r(-graitl scitl-
lists iparticteh as gestlhcturers.,-

IhnItifviig the traiiiiiiig icecls (df(ul'itrics 
il Ow nt-l ioli is all (ngo()ing task shared by 
ill thI'lHrInOraNI's Sitlitists. lCgillifnr co0(1-
lits with nati )nual ci dh'aguies tlnr()lh 

visils. col'respoui(unce, C(oii t'eutces and 

SCIENTISTS TRAINED BY TIlE CEREALIMPROVEMENT IPIIOGIIAM 1978-1085
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 1978-105 
Co ntr of riin 

AtI~h an ist an 3( 

Aligvria 5I3u1ugladvsh 5 

CYprus 
 7
I)jiluuti 1 
Illia8 

El':liiijia 5(;rttct 2 
India
Iran 8in8 
hrq
I irtlhu 13

19 

IJorano 4 
Iilya 6 

.Morocc"
()lllaul 14
,3 


h'ikisthu 7 
I'vh ,pl If I
'sRepublic China 
() ta I 
Sauli A rabia 3 
,,ojmlia 3Spainu 2 

StItian 

Syria 54 

9 

liauzauia 1 

Tu niisia 
 l•
 
Yemen Arab Republic 11 
Yemen People's Democratic Republic 8 

Total 228 

Others 
Federal Republic of Germany 1 
The Netherlands I 

In-country Courses 

Morocco 1982 20 participants 
Morocco 1984 24 participants
Pakistan 1985 21 particillants 

Cereals-lelated Training Courses Coictldete Joitly'%hv ICARI)A aid the Svrian Miiithtry of Agriliuure
iod Agrarii Refoinrm 

S1984 Maintenance and use of 8 trainees 
harvesting machines 

1984 Experimental designs 
and field plot 1) traineestechniques 

1983 Mechanical harvesting (if 7 trainees
field crops 

1983 Mechanical planting of 6 trainees 
field crops

1983 Cereals, food legumes 
and forage 17 traineesim proveuient
 

1982 Cereals. food legumes 
and forage 16 trainees
imlprov\emnent
 

workshops artei lli sources of in'or-Ilationi. Throughl its training activities the 

1"(I] P lrain deld more lretCoeas s irogram a w a less 

(fthe'il'actical ilteds of*national programs. 

As a reslt o" Iof'ARDA's training efforts, 
over 300 cereal resarealiers ha'e uipgraded 

their skills anid are actively al)l)lying them 
eroal research projects in their coiun

tries. A nnnber off them hould key leaders hiplli 
lositiins i national )rograms. In Syria and 
Pakistan the heads of the national Cereal 
iiuijl)V('ellle(tll are graduatesIIHIi ll'( oflllts
)tthe 
Cereal 
C 

P'rograi's resi(lential training 
' 

( )I's . 

Another imponrtant spin(d of' ICARI)A'straining is the conitact amIong traintes from 

all over ti( regioln. liinfroced o(.er Ill(
\'oars tIiruigl scit ifit (,xli andtanges 


rtgioinal wx(rkshlo)ps, this has Ied to a
dv immllic iit liil.s iastie inietwork oIicctre, il 

r(,starclirs. 
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CEREAL QUALITY 

The,(CrealhpIpro'ment Program strives 
Iot ()IIh' to increase the amiount of cereal 
hIae,(l food available. but also to maintain 
aul grail ally ilrove the quality of pro
cessecl 'ods. Meeting consumer demands 
while a\oidling heavy\ waste during in-
dust rial. cotmmercial and doliestic food 
prOC(ssing arc major objectives. 

liall )lmratory, 

Ioutille phllysical and chemical analyses and 

A cearci I hiy capable of' 

doigh testing, was first installed at 
I(AR)A in 198(1/81. A separate area on the 
station contains flour mills, a purifier for 
semoliia milling and comnnercial-type 
baki'ig equipment. inchlding a traditional 
stoic built owen for two-layer flat bread 
bakin. ll 1983/84 the cereal quality 
liltbratUrv ran a total of 3-1.000 tests for 
bread wheat, durium wheat. barley anti 
Iriticale. (See table). 

To comnplement the laboratory testing, the 
(creal Imlprovem ent Program initiated the 
ccreal iality nullrserv (CQN) in 1980, 
prilliarily to eValuiatc the stability of quality 
characteristics ill ac anced lilies. The CQN 
contains 12 bread Nxheat, 12 hurini wheat, 
10 barley adi 6 triticale genotypes. In each 
crop two ciiltivars arc grown as a perna-
iuc it control. The breeders are encouraged 
to in d ice two advanced lilnes every \,ear 
which are then exposedl to heavyh en
\'iroutnentlal pressure to measure their 
quality. The other lines remain in thw CQN 
foIr thrce years. This format )rovides 
breeders flexibility wvhile generating 
cnough information on genotypes to allow 
statistical analysis. The CQN is presently 
grown in 12 locations and conditions in the 
region, including one irrigated and one low 
fertility' location, 

k 
. .:',,
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Ensuiring constuner acceptance- ICARI)A's cereal 
quality lab Ias a traditional furnace-type oven to 
simulate the conditions of local hakers. The lab also 

tests for industri.1l quality. 

ICARDA's cereal laboratory is not only an 
integral part of the Program, but it is 
recognized regionally as a comprehensive 
and reliable center for quality testing. Its 

staff are contacted regularly for technical 
advice and research support. 

National agricultural research programs in 
Cyprus, Jordan, Libya, Pakistan, Syria and 
Tunisia have sent materials to the cereal 
laboratory for testing. The laboratory' car
ried out 1316 tests for the;e countries in 
1983/84. Nine countries have been visited in 
the region to establish relations and collect 
information about the cereals industry. 

The laboratory also plays a major teaching 
role. All cereal trainees passing through 
ICARDA cereal courses come to the 
laboratory for training in grain quality 
testing. An operations manual for all the 
tests carried oat by the laboratory is almost 
complete and has already been given to 
several national agencies on request in,its 
preliminary form. 
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P"OI'UILAR CIRI'AI IIASIDI FOODS IN Till' ICARI)A REGION 
FOOD GRAIN
Two-layer flat Breads (khobz, baladi) bread and durum wheatSingle-layer Flat Breads (tannour, saaj) bread and durum wheatBurghul, Couscous (Mature grains are boiled, dried, durum wheat, some bread wheat


milled and steamed with meat and vegetables.)

Pasta durum wheat
Frekeh (Green wt:eat is charred, ground into coarse durum wheat 
chunks, then steamed or boiled.) 
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W OR K SHOP S A N D 
CONFERENCES 


The Cereal Prograai plays an active role in 
organizing workshops and conferences of" 
special relevance to the region. These 
meetings lenmain a inajor vehicle for inter-

at inal anmi naional researchers to inet 
and discuss their w\ork. They contrihute to 
the growth Of aIregional network of cerel 
scielltists and help ni ini ize dtIplication of 
effort aniong laid even within countries. 
The presentations and disciissions are 
r,,corded in published proceedinrs 
distrilnoted wordwide. 

The Program has developed a rather novel 

approach to workshops, called the Travel-
ing Cereal Workshop, intended to foster 
closer links among scientists. This involves 
scientists from a partictlar sulregion, sitch 
as North Africa or the Middle East, meeting 
and spending a week in one or twoneighboring uountries. They visit research

neihbrii resogcoiTIic viitreea el 
explots, discuss local problems and share 

wereperiences. Three traveling workshops 
held in 1984 and 1985, two in North Africa 
and one in the Middle East for scientists 
from Jordan, Cyprus. Tiurke"'. Syria, Egypt 
and Sudan. 


The Cereal Program regularly invites senior 
research scientists and administrators from 
national programs to its annual internal 
programn planning mid review nieetingr, at 

which the work plan and priorities are set 
for the coming year. Twentv-two national 

program representatives were in'ited to 
participate in the Cereal Program's 1985 
planning session. 

Cereal Program Sponsored and Cospon
sored Workshops/Conferences 

Fourth Regional Winter Cereal
 
Workshop-Barley. April 1977. Amman,
 
Jordan. (ICARDA and Montana State
 
University).
 
Diseases of Small Grains-Their Incid:-nce
 
and Control in the ICARDA Begion.
 
December 1978. Lor.don, U.K.
 

Fifth Cereals Workshop- The Gap bew\veen
 
Present Farm Yield and the Potential. May
 
1979. Algiers, Algeria. (ICARDA with
 
CIMMYT and the Algerian Ministry of
 

Agriculture and Agrarian Reform).
 

Seed Productiorn Symposium. March 1981.
 
Aleppo, Syria. (ICARDA and the
 
Government of the Netherlands).
 
Barley Diseases and Associated Breeding
 
Methodology Workshop. April 1981.
 
Rabat, Morocco. (ICARDA in association
Rbt ooc.(CRAi soito

With Montana State University and CIM-

MYT).
 

Cereal Improvement Traveling Workshop:
 
North Africa. April/May 1984. Morocco
 
and Spain. (ICARDA and CIMMYT).
 

Cereal Improvement Traveling Workshop:
 
North Africa. April 1985. Morocco,
 
(ICARDA and CIMMYT).
 
Cereal Improvement Traveling Workshop:
 

Middle East. May 1985. Jordan and Syria.
 

(ICARDA and CIMMYT)
 

Inproving Wheat and Barley in Moisture
 
Limited Areas. 'October 1985. Capri, Italy.
 
(ICARDA and CNR, Italy).
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INFORMATION 1v in scholarly journals as well. In 1984 four 
staff had five articles accepted by suchThe Cereal lmprovement Program believes journals as Crop Science and Th'orelical 

strongly in the exchange of information and Applied Genctics.
arming the~world's college of cerealsracIersn the rolegn it iseurag The Cereal Program has also produced anaor scientiststohregionitisenteureinghaena t i on a l sc ie nt i s ts to sh a r e i nt e rest in g field guide for wheat diseases in the region,a ( s i h r c s f p e a i g m r
research findings in larhis. Ihis is a is ina the process of preparing more 
jourma on barley and wheat published training manuals to accompany its courses. 
hice a year bv ICARIDA in English and One training manual on Techniques of Seed 
Arabic. It contains review articles on roducion has already been used hy 
research ard p,'oduction. short com- students. 
munications and news of recent public-u- Beginning 1985/86 ICARDA becomes the 
tions and forthcoming events. Iiachis pro- headquarters for a major USAID-funded 
vidcs a fortmin for ICAFDA and national project called the Rainfed Agricultural In
staff to discuss research results that are formation Network (RAIN). This network 
I)erhaps ofnore inimediate relevance to the will Supl) ort the flow of agricultural
regio andin might not be piblished in a ma- research information, including informa
jor international jolurnal. To reach the tion cereals,on between research agencies
larger community of scientists, however, and institutions extending services to 
th, Program's scientists do Iublish regular- farmers in North Africa and West Asia. 
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COUNTRY AND PROJECT PROFILES
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COUNTRY PROFILES 

The strength of ICAR1)A's Cereal im-,r 
provenient Program is its close interaction 
with national progranls. The following 
profiles highlight projects developed by the 
Cereal Program together with individual 
national research programs to tackle 
specific needs at the country level. 
Underlying these special efforts is a1con
nion base of cooperation between the 
Cereal Program and its partners in the 
region. Besides training and the extensive 
network of gerinplasni exchange and 
testing, there are manv other important but 
less well known ways in which the Program 
is helping strengthen national research. 
Each year. for example, the Program brings
man\,senior national scientists to ICARIA.
manysenirntionl sientsts o IAIID. 

Thev' meet the cereal staff, learn about 

their activities, and discuss their own 
research needs and areas of possible col
laboration. Likewise Cereal Program 
scientists spend aniost half of their time 
the road working with national colleagues 
in their fields and laloratories and disvuss-
ing broader issues of crop improvenent and 

)riorities with research administrators. The 
Cereal Program is often aplproached to 
review national prograin activities and 
stuggest changes to accelerate tie pace of 
research results. They are also freque.tly 
asked to lecture to national research staff 
and universityv students and to hel Ip super-
vise masters degree candidates in their 
thesis work. 

Not only does the Cereal Program under-
write the participation of national scientists 
in the workshops and conferences ICARDA 
organizes, but it also funds their attendance 
at international conferences and profes-
sional meetings throughout the world and 

,
 

Professor Jaradat (left) from the University of Yar

niouk, Jordan, and Professor Jana (right) from the 
University of Saskatchewan, Canada, are working
together with ICARDA on the collection and evaluat of durum wheat landraces. 

pays for their visits to other national pro
grams in the region. 
In some programs the lack of modest 
equiipment, like a pickup truck or plot 
thresher, and supplies like envelopes, cross

ing bags, labels and simple spare parts can 
severely hamstring the efforts of national 
scientists. Where appropriate, the Cereal 
Program supplies critically nceded equip
ment, sometimes making the difference 
between a struggling and dynamic research 
program.
 
Finally, the national programs are full
 

partners in developing the Cereal 
Program's own workplan. Each year they 
are invited to attend the Program's fall 
planning session where they can express 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their 
joint work and comment on the Program's 
activities and priorities. 
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CYPRUS
 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Agricultural Research Institute (ARI) 

NATURE OF COOIERATION 

Research-Since its establishinenw ICABDA's Cereal Improvement Program has had close 
ties with the Cypriot national program. Since 1981 Cyprus has been helping ICARDA 
develop and evaluate short maturity barley and wheat. ICARDA sends promising lines to 
Cyprus where winters are mild and the growing season relatively short. Cypriot scientists 
evaluate material and identify the best entries. Some of the selections made by cereal 
researchers in Cyprus are doing very well in other countries, such as Syria, Tunisia and 
Greece, where carly' maturity is also needed in certain areas. An example is the durum 
wheat Sebou. 

The Agricultural Research Institute also sends ICARDA seeds to be advanced one genera
tion in ICARDA's summer nuiseries. This cuts the breeding time substantially. ICARDA 
also retecives selected material generated in Cyprus. ARI's head of Agronomy and Breeding 
spent one year with ICARDA as a senior visiting scientist. Scientists from the two institu
tions visit each other regularly. 

Training'Workshops-Seven Cypriot scientists have been at ICARDA for training since 
1978, :iostly to attend specialized short courses. ICARDA has sponsored Cypriot scientists 
at ixernational conferences, workshops and in visits to other countries in the region. 

AGREEMENT
 

An agreement was signed in 1981 for four years; this was extended in 1984 until 1987. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core budget): a nominal amount for equipment, supplies, travel and the addi
tional costs of screening ICARDA nurseries. 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

The Cypriot Agricultural Research Institute has recently identified one barley and two 
duruni wheat varieties from ICARDA nurseries. The barley has been named Kantara 
(RIoho), and the dlurum varieties are called Mesoaria and Karpasia, which is Sham I in 
Syria. Large quantities of seed are being supplied to farmers. 
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EGYPT 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 
Agricultural Research Center(ARC) 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

ICAFI)A has had v'ery close cooperation with the Egyptian national program from the start. 
From 1975-77 ICARI)A wheat and barley nurseries were grown, selected and distributed 
from l'gypt. A number of Egyptian scientists were sponsored by ICARDA at international 
conferences and seminars and Egyptian research officials regularly make 'aluable con
tributions to ICARI)A workshops and annual program planning sessions. The Cereal Pro
grain also cooperates in special projects, such as screening for salt tolerance in wheat and 
barley. anl grain (jnality testing. More recently two new projects have been developed. 

Togeth',r with ICARIl)A. Egypt's Agrieultural Research Center at Giza is taking respoit
sibility f(,r tOL l1tiiass rearing and screening of aphids. Two aphid species are known to inflict 
grain losses of 25-30V4 in Egypt. \Vith financial and technical support from ICARDA, a 
mo dest albratory has just been completed in Giza, which will be able to mass rear three or 
'o11r aphid species and screei) plants at a seedling stage. Thc laboratory will have the 
capacity to test 200-500 wheat and harle\' lines each week. Over 5000 bread wheat, barley 
and dtirumn wheat lines were delivered in 1985 to launch the project; these have already 
heen screened. I.aboratorv testing will be supplemented b field screening at two sites in 
Egypt. where natioral infestation is very high. The laboratory will also screen faba beans for 
aphid resistance. In the future this screening facility coild be made available to other na
tional prograns inthe region. 

ICARDA and Egypt also have a small pr(ject that enables Egyptian scientists to test barleys 
in foir sites along tlie northeast coast of the country. 

A(;REEMENT 

An agreement was signed between Egypt and ICARDA in 1984. 

FUNI)ING 

ICARDA Nile Valley (IFAD)/ICARDA (core budget) 
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ETHIOPIA 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 
Institute for Agricultural Research 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

The Cereal Program regularly distributes international ntirseries of' barley, durim wheat 
and bread wheat to Ethiopian scientists. Several researchers have been trained at ICARI)A 
in barley and durtm wheat improvement. pathology and agronomv. Senior Ethiopian 
seientists have visited the Cereal Program to become acquaiited with it and to select disease 
and stress tolerant lines. ICAII)A staff have also visited Ethiopia and participated in a 
Semi'llarmganized by Ethiolpials to discuss their strategy for crop imp~rovement. 

Barley is one of" lthiopia's major food crops, grown on more than one million hectares in the 
highlhlds under stressfiul conditions. Yields vary from 400 kg/ha to 2000 kg/ha. Under the 
ag eemicnit signed between ICAFl)A and Ethiopia in 1984, the Cereal Program will provide 
particular support to the countrv's barlev r:arch activities. ICAIIDA will assist the barley 
program with consultancies, gerllplasm. literature and short-term training as well as in
div'idual and graduate training abroad. ICAI)A will also bring Etlhiopian scientists to Tel 
Iladva and help them organize workshops and con ferences of specific relevance to their 
problems, Further areas of inutoal cooperation will be identified during periodic couslta
tions. 

The 'ereal Progranm also maintains close relations with lthi opia's Plant Genetic Resources 
Center in Addis Ababa. 

AGREEMENT 

An agreement between the Government of Ethiopia and ICARIDA was signed in 1984. 

FUNDINC 

ICAIII)A (core budget) 
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN
 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION
 

Agricultural and Natural Resources Research Organization, Ministry of
 
Agriculture
 

NATURE OF COOPERATION
 

Research-In 1985 ICARI)A and Iran initiated a 
modest project for cooperation in cereals 
research. This stemns from a general agreement signed in 1984 between ICARDA and the 
Islamic Republic of' Iran for research and training support. Under this agreement ICARDA 
is helpirg Iran im prowe its research capabilities in dryland farming through the exchange of 
gerniplasm as well as scientific information and literature. Iranian scientists are coming to 
ICARDA for training ard are invited to participate in workshops and conferences organized 
b\' the Cereal Program. 

At Iran's reqriest in 1985 one of the Program's scientists spent tiie in Iran reviewin!4 'arietal 
iml)rovemrent and agronormy research throughorut the country, but especially in the Tabriz 
area. 

Training/Workshops-In 1984/85 four Iranians were trained in the Cereal Program's
residential course, and three Iranian scientists received individual training. In addition, 30 
researchers came from Iran to ICARDA to visit the Cereal Program. 

AGREEMENT 

ICARDA and the Islamic Republic of Iran signed a general agreement of cooperation in 
1984. A vorkplan is jointly prepared each y'ear. 

FUNDING 

Iran 
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JORDAN (Project 1) 
PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

University of Jordan, Faculty of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture, Department of Research and Extension 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

Research-The Jordan Cooperative Cereal Im)rovement Project 
Since 1978 ICARDA has been working with the University of Jordan and the Ministry of 
Agriculture to strengthen the testing and development of new wheat and barley varieties 
and agronomic practices in Jordan. This has involved identifying better performing varieties 
and crop management practices and demonstrating these to farmers in farmers' fields. 

Training/Workshops-Training to enhance the technical levels of both the University's 
Faculty of Agriculture and the Ministry's Department of Research and Extension was an 
important component of the project. The project also included surveys of cereal producing 
areas to determine the status of existing farming systems, practices and constraints to ensure 
that any new practices would be within the means of farmers. Since the beginning of the 
project 15 Jordanian scientists have come to ICARDA for specialized training as well as to 
participate in the residential course. 

One of the first conferences the Cereal Program cosponsored, the Fourth Regional Winter 
Cereal \Vorkshop, was hosted by Jordan. 

AGREEMENT 

The Government of Jordan, together with the University of Jordan, signed an agreement 
with ICARI)A in 1978. 

FUNDING 

Ford Foundation 1978.-1983/USAID 1984- / The Government of The Netherlands financed 
the socio-econom ic studies conducted by the project. 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

Based on five 'ears of experiment station research and on-farm trials, Jordanian and 
ICARDA scientists believe that the current average durun wheat yield of 700 kg/ha cal., be 
increased by 30 % to 900-1000 kg/ha. If farmers achieve this Jordan could cut wheat imports 
by about 50,000 tons a year. In 1981/82 ICARDA and Jordanian colleagues came up with a 
"best bet" package of iecommendations for durum wheat and harley production for four 
different rainfall zones of Jordan, ranging from 250-400 mm. These packages include 
recommendations on variety, seed rate, nitrogen phosphate, sowing date and weed control. 
Farmers are being shown what kinds of yield increases they can expect if they use all or just 
some of the elements o" the "best bet" package. A publication describing the project and its 
results is available from ICARDA: A Report on the Jordan Cooperative Cereal Improve
ment Project. The project w\'ill continue with USAID funding. 
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Graduate Students Financed theby Cereal Program through the ICARDA/Jordan
Cooperative Project 

Name Topic 
Year Gradoating
 

Majed Zui'hi 
 Influence of sowing depth ointhe establishmllnt and Februarv 1984 
growth of duron wheat


Gh ale!) Shalaldeh 
 Inheritance of several morllhoi physiological May 1984 
characteis, grain yield and yield components in i0
 
d ii wheat\rni crosses,Moh'dAjhooii Inheritance of certain agronon ic characters in duroim Febroary 1986 
wheat crosses (tentative)Ali (haraiheh Effect of crop rotation and other management pric- February 1986 
tices oilwheal yield. (tentative)Jamal Aho el-Enein lnheri nc of certain agronomic traits in durui x "Febriiarv 1987 
(licocoichd' c'rosses (tentative) 

JORDAN (Project 2)
 
PARTNER ORGANIZATION
 

University of Yarmouk
 

NATURE OF COOPERATION
 
ICARDA and the University 
 of Yarmouk are working together on a project entitled"Evaluation of Durutn Wheat Landraces from Jordan". The objective of this project is toevaluate and characterize systematically barley and durum wheat materials collected inJordan and to store the information in an easily retrievable form for use in crop improvement. Explorations were undertaken in Jordan in 1983 to sample the genetic variability of
barley and duruim wheat and their wild relatives. Seed was increased the following season
and \will 
now be evaluated in Syria, Jordan and Canada under varying environmental conditions. The University of Saskatchewan in Canada is studying the isozyme patterns in theevaluation for stress tolerance, particularly drought tolerance. Under this project severalgraduate students from the University of Yarmouk w\'ill spend a semester at ICARDA for
 

training.
 

AGREEMENT
 

A general agreement of cooperation was signed between the Government of Jordan and 
ICARDA in 1984. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core budget) 
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LEBANON 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Agricultural Research Institute, Tel Amara (ARI) 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

Research-Despite political turmoil in the country strong cooperation exists between 
ICARDA and the Lebanese national program as well as with the American University of 
Beirut and Jesuit University. ICARDA's Cereal Program makes extensive use of ICARDA's 
Trbol station in the Beka'a Valley as a high rainfall (550 mnm), low temperature site with 
heavier disease pressure. Crossing blocks, segregating populations, yield trials and disease 
screening nurseries for barley, wheat and triticale are l)Ianted at Terbol. The most promis
ing lines are multiplied and given to Lebanese scientists. 

The Cereal Program cooperates closely with scientists from ARI, Tel Amara in varietal im
provement and seed production. The exchange of visits between ICARDA and Tel Amara is 
frequent. 

Training/Workshops-Four Lebanese scientists have participated in training programs at 
ICARDA, and four or five MSc students came to ICARDA from the American University of 
Beirut for 2-4 months thesis research. 

AGREEMENT
 

ICARDA and Lebanon signed a formal agreement of understanding w\,hen ICARDA was 
established. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core budget) 
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MOROCCO
 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Institut National dc la Recherche Agronomique (INRA)

Institut National Agronomique et Veterinaire (INAV)
 

NATURE OF COOPERATION
 

Research-Each year the INRA cereal program receives ICA1RDA segregating populationsand advanced Iomogeneous barley, wheat and triticale lines for use in national yield trialsand their hybridization program. They also select heavily from early generation materials.Besides providing this diverse genetic base through its nurseries, ICARDA provides special,targeted germplasm for high elevations, septoria leaf blotch, tan spot and Ilessian f!y. In1983 a team of ICARDA scientists and consultants were invited by M'orocco to review itscereal improvement, varietal release and seed multiplication procedires. ICAI DA scientiststravel regularly with Moroccan colleagues to different research sites in the country toevaluate results and discuss research methodologies. Likewise Moroccan scientists visit TelIHadya to kee l ) abreast of new develol)ments in ICAIUDA's Cereal Program. 
Training/Workshops-In 1981 INRA and INAV hosted a major international barley,diseases workshop with support from ICARDA, CIMMYT and Montana State Universit\'.More recently in 1984 and 1985 two regional "Traveling Workshops') were held in Moroccofor cereals researchers in North Africa and the Iberian peninsula. Scientists from Portugal,Spain, Tunisia and Morocco traveled around Morocco visiting research stations evaluatingthe performance of ne\w lines and sharing experiences and approaches to con mon prol)lems. 

Since 1978 12 researchers from INRA have )een )rought to ICARDA for training in cerealmethodology, seed production, pathology and germplasm . Forty-four scientists attendedlocally organized courses on experimental design and cereal research and production. 
Morocco has embarked on an ambitious training program of its cereal research staff. Itsthree senior wheat and barley breeders are presertly in the U.S. working on advanceddegrees. The Cereal Research Coordinator will also be leaving in the fall of 1985 for a PhDat the University of Oklahoma. ICAlDA has been asked by Morocco to give more support interms of scientists and facilities, particularly during this transitional phase of staff training.
Supl)ort to new scientists recruited 
 into the program, most of whom have no field ex

perience, is a first priority.
 

AGREEMENT 

Morocco and ICARDA have been strengthening cooperative links since 1980, and a formalagreement of general cooperation was signed in 1984 intensifying ICARDA's support. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core budget) 
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PROGRESS TO DATE 

For tle first time in 10 years Morocco recommended the in ilt iplication and distribution of 
new wheat and barley varieties. Some of these were identified through ICARDA nurseries. 
The barley varieties have hbeu released under the names Asni, Taliellalt and Tissa. The 
durum wheats are Marzak and ACSAD 65 or Stork, and the bread wheats are Jotda and 
Merchonche. Fo;ir more dtrums and triticale lines are tnder seed increase and final 
evaluation for distribution in 1985. 

Another indication of Morocco's strong commitment to rapid progress in cereal pi mInction 
is the Minister of Agriculture's decision to junip five promising barley lines straight froit in
ternational nursery testinig to seed umiltiplication and large scale testing ot farmers' fields in 
1985/86. These varieties are Harinal, Faiz (earl' lussiati/Apam), lRihane 'S', Assala 'S"and
Mat nai. 

Morncan barley and bread wheat scientists evaluating 
new wheat germpl asm for diseasts. 
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PAKISTAN 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC) 
Arid Zone Research Institute (AZRI)
 
Agricultural Research Institute, Sariab, Quetta (ARI)

Management of Agricultural Research and Technoiogy Project
 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 
Research-Beginning 1985/86 ICARDA becomes executing conmractor for a major
Government of Pakistan project, funded in part by USAID. The.project calls for four full
time scientists: an agronomist, agricultural economist, rangeland scientist and extension 
specialist. ICARDA itself funds the fifth position of team leader/agronomist. This project isan expansion and outgrowth of a pilot project between ICARDA and Pakistan, started in
1981 in Baluchistan. The project was based in the Arid Zone Research Institute in Quetta
and the provincial Agricultural Research Institute in Sariab. Its objective was to evalh1ite
genotypes and production practices in the highland environment of Baluchistan. The work 
was funded through a small ICARI)A core contribution, covering the provision of germ
plasm, a vehicle, plot thresher and some training. In 1983 FAO also became a partner in the
project. ICARI)A scientists visited the project periodically but the national organizationfurnished the scientific staff, land, laboratory and field facilities to conduct the trials and 
most of the operating costs. 

The expanded project will be based at AZRI in Quetta. The outposted team will. be sup
ported substantially by headquarters staff, in particular a senior cereal breeder who devotes 
his full time to development of cereals for high elevations, especially for Baluchistan. 
AGREEMENT
 
The contract agreement was negotiated between USAID and ICARDA April 1985 for the 
contract to begin on-site August 1985. The duration of the project is for four years. 

FUNDING 
ICARDA (core budget)/USAID/ Government of Pakistan 

PROGRESS TO DATE 
The results emanating from the pilot project have provided useful information on the major
production constraints in the highland environments of Pakistan. Two diseases, yellow rustand common bunt ar2 responsible for large crop losses. The first can only be controlled by
genetic resistance. The second can be controlled with seed dressings. ARI has identified and
named two well adapted rust resistant bread wheat varieties, Zargoon and Zamindar.
Trials shoved significantly higher yields could be obtained using these varieties under irrigated and rainfed conditions. However, farmers do not have access to these varieties or 
practices because seed is not available and there is no effective program of extensiondemonstration. To help overcome this barrier, FAO joined ICARDA and PARC in a project
of on-farm demonstrations of the new varieties and improved production methods. 
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Selecting and threshing new germplasm received from 
ICAIRDA by Pakistan's Arid Zone Research Institute. 

<(You must b' de'lighted on the Succe,sfjul 
n'goliations of tit( USAIDIPARC and 
ICARDA project on strenglhening AZRI. 
and p'rhapsit came,about partly du to our 
collaboration in improvitig ccr'al produc
lion Ilrough res'arch since 1981. 

Though outr cooperation was small and 
restricteld to training, supply of gernplasnt 
atd st e.esse'ntial equipnotnl anod exchange 
visits, it camet, at a v'ry crucial timoe. 
Through this coop'rative arrangementour 
researchobjectives started taking shapeand 
got iu'/llforused. 
Tbhe, achievements in the form of idetn

tification of promising wheal lines and 
de'vlopmcnt oj a package of production 
practices on tit, use of seed rate, seed dress
ing and fertilizer have been significant. 
These findings ar' now being demonslrated 
to ti, Jarmto'rs unoer t, PARC! 
ICA RDA IFA 0 proj cl.P 

Zafar Uddin 
Director, Arid Zon e Research Institute 
Quetlla. Pakistan 
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SUDAN (Project 1) 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Agricultural Research Corporation (ARC) 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

Presently Sudan imports about 60% of its annual wheat requirements. However, ex
periments show that with improved wheat varieties now available and better management 
farmers could more than double their yields from 0.8 tons/ha to 1.5 tons/ha. Practically all 
wheat production in Sudan is under irrigated conditions. Sudan urgently needs to increase 
its food production to face the pressing food shortage affecting its 3-4 million inhabitants. 

To improve wheat production ICARDA and Sudan art, undertaking a major new project 
modeled somewhat along the same lines as ICARDA's Nile Valley Project for faba beans in 
Egypt and Sudan. ICARDA and Sudanese scientists and extension workers will come up 
with a recommended package of technologies to be used in farmers' fields. This will be kept 
simple and easy to apply. Socio-economists will be involved from the start to help design and 
evaluate the project. The package will first be verified in farmers' fields and then 
demonstrated to farmers on a larger scale. Varieties, seed rate, date of planting, seedbed 
preparation, fertilizers, irrigation, insect and weed control will be considered. CIMMYT's 
support will also be enlisted. 

This pilot project will be coordinated by an ICARDA. -appointed cereal agronomist and last 
two years initially. Although Sudan will be the main beneficiary of the project, it is intended 
that a number of other countries with similar agroclimatic conditions and constraints, like 
Somalia, Yemen Arab Republic and Yemen People's Democratic Republic will also benefit. 

AGREEMENT
 

The Government of Sudan is in agreement with the project proposal, and it is expected to 
begin with the 1985/86 cropping season 

FUNDING 

OPEC Fund special project financing 
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SUDAN (Project 2) 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Agricultural Research Corporation (ARC) 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

"Aphid Researcll-Two aphid species are serious insect pests in Sudan, causing wheat losses 
of 50-100%. No biological or cultural controls have been successfully developed yet. The 
only method of control now used is spraying at least twice with insecticide. While chemical 
control is presently satisfactory, there is the potential of environmental hazards and insects 
developing resistance. Breeding genetic resistance into new wheat cultivars is the most 
promising approach for effective long-term control. Sudan is field screening annually morethan 300 breeding lines from ICARDA, CIMMYT, Egypt and its own program in three 
locations under conditions of high natural aphid infestation. Tile project began with the 
1984/85 season. 

"On-Farm Verification Wheat Trials,- Farmers' wheat yields in Sudan are low because 
they do not use improved varieties or suitable agronomic practices. There is a need for a 
system of on-farm trials to demonstrate their usefulness. In 1984 ICARDA's Cereal Program
initiated a small project with the Sudan Agricultural Research Corporation that will allow 
researchers to verify the performance of improved cultivars and accompanying agronomic 
practices on farmers' fields at six different locations in Sudan. The ARC scientists are ex
ecuting the trials with Cereal Program staff acting as technical supervisors. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core hudget)/CIMMYT 
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SYRIA 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 
Agricultural Research Center (ARC), Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian 
Reform 
University of Aleppo, Faculty of Agriculture

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

Research-ICARDA has a special relationship with Syria, its principal host country.Although joint research started in 1977, it was formalized as a special project in 1981. Eachseason scientists in the Cereal Improvement Program provide Syrian colleagues with crossing blocks, segregating populations, advanced yield trials and disease nurseries of wheat andbarley. Selections are made together for high yield, adaptability, disease and insectresistance and desirable agronomic traits. Using ICARDA and local germplasm, ARC staffmake crosses to combine superior qualities. To test potential cultivars, a major system ofon-farm verification trials has been developed by ICARDA and ARC, in which promisinglines are testel on large plots in farmers' fields. In 1984/85 over 30 such variety trials wereconductcd. In addition. 15 agronomy trials were also carried out on farmers' fields todetermine appropriate fertilizer combinations for different cereal crops under differentagroecological conditions. Agronomic trials show significant yield increases from applications of nitrogen and phosphorus Since 1983 ACSAD is working with Syria and the Cereal 
Program on farmer verification trials. 
The Cereal Program's pathology team also work closely with Syrian scientists on researchand training. They evaluate the disease response of materials used in farmers field verification trials in the field and in disease nurseries. They also screen ARC's promising lines in theProgram's regular disease nurseries. Annual monitoring of the status of cereal diseases in
Syria is another aspect of ICARDA's support.
 
Training/Workshops-So 
 far, ICARDA has trained more Syrian scientists than any othernationality (over 100). This has resulted in Syrian scientists taking more responsibility in the
joint cereal work. Precision of experiments has increased. 
 In 1984/85 half of the farmers

field verification trials were carried out independently by Syrian sciertists.
 

AGREEMENT
 

Syria and ICARDA signed a general agreement of cooperation in research and training in 
1981. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core budget) 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

As a consequence of close collaboration with ICARDA's Cereal Program, Syrian scientistsidentified two wheat varieties in ICARDA's nurseries as superior in Syrian growing condi
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tions. These are being multiplied and distributed widely. Both are originally CIMMYT 
crosses and selected by ICA RDA. Sham 1, the durum wheat is intended for moderate rain
fall areas. It combines high yield potential with resistance to yellow rust. The bread wheat, 
Sham 2, does best in irrigated and high rainfall areas. Not only is it higher yielding than 
Mexipak, the local check, but it also has better baking quality and higher protein content 
audi excellent cold tolerance. More promising lines have been identified and collaborative 
work is going on in several areas concerning cereal improvement. 

Cereal Program staff and Syrian scientists use farmers' fields to demonstrate the value of improved cultivars and 
practices in the Syrian farmers field verification trials. 

SHAN I 

.. 
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TUNISIA
 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION
 

Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique de Tunisie (INRAT)

Institut National Agronomique de Tunisie (INAT)
 

NATURE OF COOPERATION
 

Research-At the request of the Tunisian 
 -government ICARDA aposted barleybreeder/pathologist to Tunis in 1980 to help set up a national barley improvement program.
By the end of 1983 the new barley program had developed so successfully that a Tunisian 
was appointed to head the program and ICARDA's scientist was asked to divert his support
to pathology problems. Diseases are considered to be one of the major production constraints in the country. Thus, he ispresently focusing on yellow rust, septoria leaf blotch and 
tan spot for wheat and scald, net blotch, powdery mildew and leaf rust for barley. 
ICARDA has developed a special relationship with the Tunisian cereal program. Each year
the work of the previous year is reviewed and a work plan for the next season is developed.
Scientists from Tunisia and ICARDA jointly hold these coordination meetings. Tunisian
scientists visit ICARDA's base program to familiarize themselves with the researchmethodologies and germplasm, particularly for rainfed areas. ICARDA has provided
critically needed plot machinery and research equipment and is presently assisting one 
Tunisian scientist in getting his PhD degree. 
Close working relations also exist with INAT scientists in developing facilities for disease 
screening, and in landrace collection and evaluation. 
Tunisia is, of course, a major recipient of breeding materials from ICARDA. ICARDA isbenefiting in turn by using sites in Tunisia to test and select germplasm before it is 
distributed to national programs on a wide scale. 
Training/Workshops-In all 19 Tunisian scientists have been trained at ICARDA: nine inresidential courses; six in short specialized courses; and four in individually developed pro
grams. Areas of training cover seed treatment and nursery preparation, cereal planting and 
quality and seed production. The Program's scientists are frequently asked to lecture at 
Tunisian institutions and help supervise students working on their MSc degree theses. 
AGREEMENT
 

ICARDA and the Government of Tunisia signed a formal agreement in 1980 establishing
ICARDA's presence in the country and detailing the terms of cooperation. 

FUNDING 

ICARDA (core budget) 
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PROGRESS TO DATE 

As a result of the collaboration between Tunisia and ICARDA three new barley varieties 
were named anti cataloged as official cultivars in 1985. These are Faiz (early Rus
sian/Apart), Taj (WI 2198) and Roho (Roho). These lines were introduced through 
ICARDA's nurseries and identified by ICARDA's resident breeder and national colleagues 
as suited to the Tunisian environment. Faiz is high yiclding and has good straw digestibility. 
It is best suited for areas with more than 350 inm/yr rain. Rolho and Taj are more drought 
tolerant and disease resistant than the local varieties. They, mature one to two weeks earlier 
and this helps them escape drought. These new cultivars give yield increases of no less than 
20 % without iml)roved management and more than 25 1/ with improved managenient. The 
Tunisian Office des Cereales reports increases of 50% ove the local checks for Faiz in loca
tions of 325 mm/yr rainfall and 42 % for Taj and Roho in 200 mm areas. 

TURKEY
 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Affairs 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

Research-ICARDA and Turkey have recently agreed to strengthen their collaboration. 
Under this agreement ICARDA will provide two sets of various barley, durtin wheat and 
bread wheat nurseries to the Central Anatolian Regional Agricultural Research Institute 
each year. In addition, Turkey has reluested special nurseries for wheat stem sawfly, cold 
tolerance, salt tolerance, common bunt and cereal grain quality. For the 1984/85 season 
ICARDA sent Turkish scientists 2500 kg of seed of the durum wheat Sham I and 200 kg of 
the bread wheat Sham 2 to be used on on-farm trials in the south and southeast of Turkey. 
Turkey and ICARDA also exchange advanced breeding materials to test in Syria and in 
several wheat and barley growing areas of Turkey. Regularized visits between ICARDA and 
Turkish scientists to evaluate germplasm and discuss research progress are already pro
ceeding. ICARDA scientists visited Turkish experiment stations in 1985 to evaluate the 
materials planted. A meeting in Ankara reviewed results and developed the joint 1985/86 
work program. Turkish scientists are invited to the Cereal Program's annual program 
planning session. 

Training/Workshops-Turkey has requested and received training for one barley scientist 
and one durum scientist in the Cereal Program's residential course. ICARDA is also pro
viding specialized training in pathology, grain quality, breeding, agronomy and other areas 
on request. Turkey has provided ICARDA with a list of all its national coordinators to 
receive publications and information from ICARDA. 
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AGREEMENT
 

A longer term cooperative agreement is being considered between the Government of 
Turkey and ICARDA. 

FUNDING 

ICARI)A (core hudget)/Turkey 

PROGRESS TO DATE 

At the Ankara planning session for the 1985/86 season Turkish officials reported on the ex
cellent performance of several lines provided by ICARDA in the southeast andl south of 
Tuirkey. The bread wheat Sham 2 performed so well in the southeast region it will be in
eluded in large scale demonstrations on farmers' fields as a substitute for the existing com
mnercial cultivar, Malabadi. In the Cukurova region of Turkey the durum wheat Omrabia 
outyielded the check lurum in all six locations with an average yield of 5.3 tons/ha.
"IK'S'-II0RK'S' was the best )read wheat line outyielding the three check varieties. 

As part of the 1985/86 work plan the Cereal Program hias agreed to conduct an in-country
training course on Breeding Methods for Moisture Stress Environments in Turkey. 

YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC 

PARTNER ORGANIZATION 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Agricultural Research Authority 

NATURE OF COOPERATION 

In Yemen Arab Republic sorghum, wheat and maize are the most important cereals based 
on area and production. Ninety percent of the wheat is rainfed. The Cereal Program has 
been cooperating info nally with Yemen, provicling wheat and barley germplasm and 
training. Senior scientists from the Program visited Yemen to helpl dce'elop the wheat in
provenuent work and evaluate materials being tested, In fact, considerable research has beendone I national scientists together with expatriate scientists in the last 3-4 \,ears. Research 
efforts have produced useful data and information on varietal improvement as well as a 
package of production practices for each crop in various agroecological zones. 
Presently there is a serious shortage of scientists. Only one Yemeni scientist is working on 
wheat an barley. He is a graduate of the Cereal Program's residlential course and will shortly
leave to pursue an adlvanced degree. The Program is exploring the possibility of in-countrY' 
training in collaboration with other international agencies to Yemenitrain additional 
scientists. 
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AFGHANISTAN 

1CARDA has been providing germplasin 
and training since t he Iegiiiniing of its 
l)erations. Afghanistan continues to make 

extensive use of the Cereal Program's in
ternational nurseries. On reyiest materials 

are sent to f'our research stations in 

Afghanistair. Field books are returned to 

the Cereal Programi for analysis with the 

resUtlts firoiI ccM ries. Afghaniot her cnt 


scientists have identilied several lines that 


perform well in their raiif'ed environments. 


Afghanisa idmak itsarwhtion tyICA HIDA by\ iraki ug its wheat and h~arley 

la idrac t.sa\aila le to the center. 

ALGERIA 

Although in the past relations with Algeria 

have not been as close as with its North 
African neighbors, Cereal Program scein-

tists were recently invited to Algeria to 
discuss enhanced cooperation and definite 

plans are being developed for the 1985/86 
season, 

Together wvith CINIMYT and ICARDA, the 

Algerian Ministry of Agriculture and 

Agrarian lieforrm sponsored the Fifth 

Cereals Workshop in Algiers in 1979. 

IRAQ 

A limited exchange of' germplasin, scientific 

visits and training comprise the links bet-

ween Iraq and the Cereal Program to date. 

An ICARDA team recently visited Iraq to 

explore possibilities ior joint projects. 

LIBYA 

As the conseqmenmce of an active exchange of 

geriplasm and senior scientists, Libya is 
introducing three bread wheat and four 

durumn wheat varieties selected from 
ICAIII)A nurseries. ICARI)A has also been 
requested to accelerate contacts with the 
Libyan national program. 

QATAR, ABU DHABI. OMAN, 
YEMEN PEOPLE'S 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

Although local production is smaller than 

other countries in the region, even these 

countries are looking increasingly to 
ICAFH)A to provide technologies to raiselocal yields (f wheat and b~arley. 

Qatar is presently multiplying seed of two 

barleys and 100% adoption is expected. In 

Yenien People's Democratic Republic, the 
National Committee for Varietal Release is 

replacing two older bread wheat varieties 
with one from ICARI)A called Ahgaf. 

Ahgaf tolerates heat at a seedling stage and 
is thus suitable for early planting. This 

helps it avoid suceinlhing to drought later 
in the spring. It also appears to be more 

tolerant to soil and water salinity and is free 

of rist. Dring 1983/84 Aligaf was grown 

on 500 hectares. The current cultivars, 

Kalyansona and Sonalika, are of CIMMYT 

origin, first adapted and released in India. 
They are becoming susceptille to rust. 

areMoreover, the newer varieties being 

selected for higher plant height than the 

sem i-dwarls to obtain more straw for 

livestock feed. 

Om an also is identifying promising 

internacultivars through the ICARDA 
tional nurseries and Abu Dlhabi has re

quested 50 kg of wheat samples adapted to 

its short-season, mild-winter growing con
ditions. 
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SAUDI ARABIA Ecnaclor and Chile reciprocated with visits 
Relations between ICARI)A cereal scien
tists and Saudi Arabian researchers actuallyp r eIc) dAe ( , h2Aav n g xi sl cl l r e ch ' 
predat IlADA., having existed alreadeynder A A. 
xtii th e Sa 

ensrivel il 
inr ries for 

()n reqlnest 
plied special materials f'or saline and 
lrotIght affected areas. Saldi scientists 
Iarticipte actively il regional conferences 
anl sworkslhops organizecl by ICAFIl)A and 
a 11111ul.r fnmer1 Cereal Program 
Ira ines ho c senioer researeli positions, such 
Is thu head f, tle ntional wheat and 

bihevIY resarch progra m. 

OTHER BARLEY GROWING
COUNTRIES 

li kecping with its g1lobal mandate for 
1;'hrv improvement. the Cereal Iih-
pro vevient Progtram senls its gern plasin to
almost all the barley growing countries in 
the world, ineluding the USSR, U.S., 

lhi a, India, Ecuador and itherdeveloped 
and developing coin tries. A small m ber 
of trainiees from lBangladesh, China, Incia 
and Nepal have lbeen trainedl. 

l)evTlilng lilnes andi ultivars specifically 

sui ted to the envir(nments of the countries 

in the Aidean regioi is a primary objective 
of' ICAII)A's barley breeder posted to 
C(INMN'I', Mexico. In the Andes barley is 
pa ted in the spring and vulnerable toA
cold. h3YI)V and yellow rust are the most 
damaging diseases. Scientists from Latin 
America are being trained by the CIM-
MYT/ICAI1)A Program in Mexico. 
ICARDA's barley breedlers in Aleppo have 
visited Andean countries and breeders from 
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Good coperation cogratraines, 
Iiwi programn drawingnational 

it D wheat amroeendbarey
its crop improvement work. 

the Cereal Program has sup

to Tel Jiadya. 

As resorces ermit, ICAR1)Arwill expantits activ ities w ith b arley gro wing cou ntries 
outside the region. There is an increasingdemand from developed contrv institu
tions for ICARDA guermplasm with specific 

traits, such as disease and insect resistanceand salt tolerance. 

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Arab C(ntf'r for Studies onl Arid Zones andel 
l)ry Lands (A CSAD).) Damasceus. Syria 
ICARDA and ACSAD signed an agreement 
of cooperation in 1982. Since then both in
stittites have embarkedl on a number of joint 
research and training projects. In aclcition 

to a major role in the on-farm cereal trials 
in Syria, ACSAD also exchanges germplasm 
with ICARDA. The Cereal Program pro\'ides ACSAD on request any materials sent 
out in its international nurseries for testing 
in ACSAI's network. Similarlv ACSAD is
invited to enter any of its promising lines in 
ICAR!A's nurseries for widespread 
regional testing. ACSAD officials make a 
valuable contribution to Cerealthe Pro
grain's annual fall phaning session. 
MNre generally, ICARDA and ACSAD areworking together on food legume imn
provement 
 in Algeria and Iraq, fertilizer 
studies, germl)lasm collection and training, 
aspects of environmental zoning and 
mechanization (if lentil harvesting. 

e op an izat on Jo r Ar riculieral 
D 't~elopioui (AOAD). Khartoum, Sudan. 
Cooperation with AOAD is being 
strengthenecd. AOAD has provided 
generous suipport ICARDA'sto training 
program. 



COOPERATIVE PROJECTS WITH ADVANCED RESEARCH 
INSTITUTIONS 

PROJECT COOPERATING FUNDING 
AGENCY 

CEiREAL QUALITY E'VALUATION 

The Canadian (Grain Commission makes a Canadian Grain Con- ClI)A and 
vital contrilhution to ICAlRDA throu gh the mission,Canada ICARIDA 
services of their senior cereal chemist who 
comes to ICARIDA several months cach year 
to adv'ise on laboratory planning and 
oversees grain quality testing activities. 

CEREAL 1OOT I)ISEASE 

This project is (designed to study plrol)al)le University of Bonn, GTZ 
causes of the redlction in yieldlwh en cereals Federal Republic of 
are continouusly grown. The project will Germany 
study' the in'idnce and significance of cereal 
root diseases in nortlhern Syria and their 
control by crop rotition, especially through 
inelhcling a legume ipasture phase. 

(C)IILAIRATIV RlESEAI(' II AND 
TRAININ(; POClAAM FOR IsM;ILEY 
lISY,' .ES AND ASSOCIATEI) 
BIIEEI)IN( METIIODOLO IES 

T'lhis joint project is being lanmciched Montana State USAID 
(1986-1990) to organize a network of na- University, USA 
tional. university and international research 
programs aimed at devehoing high yielding 
)arley cultivars with Ibroadl based resistance 

to the major diseases. This will include: stiu
dying and collecting geie resistance sources: 
estatlishing nurseries anid planting themn ini 
"hot spots": and developing centers for 
barley diseases in national programs so they 
can take regional responsibility for virulence 
surveys. Short-term and graduate dlegree 
training is also a major compoent. 
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COLLECTION AND EVALUATION OF 
BARLEY, DURUM WHEAT AND THEIR 
WILD RELATIVES 

In addition to collecting 	samples of barley 
and durum wheat and their wild relatives 
from throughout the Fertile Cresent, their 
primary center of diversity, ICARDA and 
the University of Saskatchewan are assessing 
them systematically under short-day 
Mediterranean and long-day temperate 
conditions. Lines with tolerance to biotic 
and physical stresses will 	be identified and 
used in germplasm enchancement. In the 
sampling process sites of high genetic 
variability and low genetic erosion will be of 
special interest. In 1983/84 136 locations 
throughout the Middle East were sampled. 

EVALUATION AND DOCUMENTATION 
OF DURUM WHEAT GERMPLASM 

Begining 1986, this project will focus on the 
evaluation and documentation of landraces 
of durum wheat. 

EVALUATION AND CATALOGING OF 
BARLEY GERMPLASM 

With support from the Interiiational Board 
for Plant Genetic Resourcos, the ICARDA 
Genetic Resources Unit ,-d the Cereal Pro
gram were able to evaluate and catalog 8000 
barley entries in the ICARDA genebank. 
This project was completed in 1984. 

PERFORMANCE AND INTERACTION 
OF WHEAT AND RYE GENOMES IN 
TRITICALE 

This research topic was the subject of a PhD 
thesis submitted in 1984. The candidate, 
supervised by an ICARDA cereal scientist, 
was investigating the genetics of triticale. 
While triticale is higher in protein and lysine 
and better adapted to drought and salt than 

University of Saskat- CIDA and 
chewan, Canada NSERC 

Institute of Germplasm, CNR 
Bari an University of 
Viterbo, Italy 

IBPGR, Italy 	 IBPGR and 
ICARDA 

Institut far Pflanzenbau GTZ 
und Pflanzenzuchtung, 
G6ttingen University, 
Federal Republic of 
Germany 
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wheat, the interaction between the wheat 
and rye chromosomes often results in sterility 
and poor grain yield. 

PHENLOGY AND PRODUCTIVITY 
MODELING IN WHEAT 

This work has been done in the Farming 
Systems Program. SIMTAG-Simulation of 
Trificum aestivurn Genotypes-is a com
puter program developed to help ICARDA 
scientists predict how wheat yields are af
fected by climatic factors. SIMTAG was 
mounted on the ICARDA computer in 1984 
and now is an integral part of its climatic 
zoning work. 

PHOTOTHERMAL RELATIONS IN 
BARLEY
 

This project is entering its second three-year 
phase. Its objective is to provide prelse in-
formation on the effects of temperature and 
day length on the development and growth 
of barley. The study will help scientists bet
ter understand how different genotypes of 
barley adapt to different environments. 
Current work is focused on the Lffect of day 
length and temperature on the time of 
flowering of six diverse barley varieties. 

RESPONSES OF BARLEY AND DURUM 
WHEAT TO WATER SUPPLY AND THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A METABOLIC 
INDEX 

The aim of this project is to develop more 
rapid and accurate screening techniques for 
drought tolerance in barley and wheat. 
Physiological and biochemical responses of 
the plant to drought are studied. In par
ticular the use of a metabolic index of stress 
based on relative concentrations of certain 
chemicals in the plant is being assessed. 

University of New UNDP 
England, Australia 

University of Reading, ODA
 
UK
 

Birbeck College, ODA 
University of London, 
UK 
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ROOT STUDIES ON BARLEY 

On the basis of field work in Aleppo and 
detailed controlled experiments in Reading, 
the project is finding that locations, 
management and variety affect the root 
growth and distribution of root systems of 
barley plants. 1985/86 isthe last season of the 
first phase of this project; an extension is be
ing planned. The work is being done by the 
Farming Systems Program with the cereal 
breeders providing some of the lines being 
evaluated. 

SALT TOLERANCE IN WHEAT AND 
BARLEY
 

With GTZ suppolt a PhD student worked in 
the Cereal Program to field screen barley 
and wheat germplasm for tolerance to 
salinity. The work was supervised by a senio.
cereal scientist and her lab work is being 
doric in FR Germany. She also collected 
landraces of barley in Syria and Jordan. 

SCREENING ADVANCED ICARDA 
WHEAT AND BARLEY GERMPLASM 
FOR BYDV 

ICARDA is receiving support from the 
laboratories of Agriculture Canada in 
eValuating ICARDA materials for Barley 
Yellow Dwarf Virus (BYDV). Before 1985 
ICARDA did not have the strains, inoculum 
or facilities to do this in Aleppo. The project 
is in its fourth year. The data on BYDV 
resistance is valuable in recommending 
parental materials to national programs 
through the regional crossing blocks. 

YIELD PHYSIOLOGY OF DURUM 

This project, initiated in 1984, analyzed the 
interaction between the plant's response to 
day length and its vernalization require-
ment. It concluded that photoperiod insen-

University of Reading, ODA 
UK 

Institut ffor Pflanzen-
zuchtung, University of 
Munich at Freising 

GTZ 

Agriculture Canada, 
Lavalle University, 
Canada 

IDRC 

Institut for Pflanzen- Vater und Sohn 
zuchtung, Saatgut Eiselen Stiftung 
Forschung und 
Population-Genetik, 
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sitivity and a higher vernalization require- University of Hlohenheim, 
ment increased the number of flowering Federal Republic of 
priumrdia, thus leading to higher grain yield Germany 
tiltimately. 

RACIHIS 

In 1983 II)RC approved a thret-year grant IDRC, Canada IlIRC 
to support the cost of an Arabic translator at 
ICARDA to translate the cereal newsletter 
llachis. Other ICARIDA documents will also 
be translated, in order to increase the 
number and qtality of Arabic pulblications 
produced by ICARI)A. 
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CEREAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM SCIENTISTS 

J.P. Srivastava Program Leader 
E. Acevedo Physiologist
A. El-Ahmcd Barley Bretcer/Pathologist* 
S. Ceccarelli Barle Breeder 
G;.O. Furrara Bread Wheat Breeder** 
11. Ketata Training Officer & Durum Breeder
J. Van leiir Cereal Pathologist
M. Malik Research Associate (Triticale)
0. Manluk Cereal Pathologist
M.S. Mekni Barley Breeder 
I). NMulitze International Nurseries Scientist
M. Nachit Durum \Vheat Breeder* 
1. Naji Research Associate (Agronomist)
M. Tahir Cereal Breder/High Elevation 
S.K. Yau Barley Breeder 
11. Vi var Barley Breeder** 

' 	ls'd in Tunisia 
JoinilHY ap,wnted ClAIM Y T/I(:A R DA 

India 
Chile 
Syria 
Italy 
Mexico 
Tunisia 
Netherlands 
India 
S\,ria 
T1unisia 
Canada 
FR Germany/Morocco 
Syria 
Pakistan 
Hong Kong 
Ecuador 
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ICARDA Donors 

Core Operations (1984) 
Unrestricted Funds 
Australia 
Canada
 
China 
Denmark 
Ford Foundation 
Germany 
IBRD 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Saudi Arabia 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
USAID 

Restricted and Capital 
Arab Fund 
France 
IDRC 
IFAD 
Italy 
OPEC 
UNDP 
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